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It would have been difficult for the early pioneers 
in Iowa to Tlsuallze suoh shooklng exploitation of nptural 
resources as has taken plnoe during the last half century. 
The early adventurer found a rdethorp of gpme. There were 
abundant prslrle chickens, sharri-talled grouse, wnterfowl 
and wllri turkeys to be found on the virgin prplrles end In 
the woods vrlth which Iowa was covered. Deer end bison were 
Indigenous to low?) and y7ere found on the tall grass prairies 
and in the wooded edges. There were fur-bearers In countless 
numbers, Sohwob (1944, p, i) st'tos that, 
In the beginning of historic times, Iowa 
probpbly supported one of the greatest wildlife 
TDOpulatlons on the North American continent, 
iarly settlers were amazed at . . , the abund­
ance of wildlife. 
Little did those first settlers believe that such a resource 
could be drained as it h?is been drained within the past few 
decades. 
But those early settlers came for the purpose of raakl^ 
homes and to farm the fertile soil which covered the state. 
Game was taken as a mstter of course, and little thought was 
given to the conservation of natural resources. With the 
progress of cultivation in what turned out to be the rich­
est agricultural state in the Union, the doom of many wild­
life species was sealed. 
"• 2 •• 
With cultivation opine human populntiona; populations 
that desired gpme both for food nnd recreation. Thus was 
the praotloe of market hunting developed. Such a praotloe 
has been responsible for the elimination of many game speoies, 
not only in Iowa but In all the Netion. But a worse thing 
than market hunting was devised by the mind of man; organ­
ized hunts; Many old timers can still recall the ruthless 
slaughter of thousands of gme birds, where nothing waa 
taken but the herds, and the author has heard tales of such 
hunts leaving piles of dead birds to waste on the prairies. 
In these organized hunts, it was the custom for hunters 
to ohose UT> sides, to. see which side could kill the most 
birds in a day's hunt. The losing side gave a banquet for 
the winning one. Kills in some of these hunts were so 
large that it was impossible to bring baok all the bodies 
of dead birds, so only the hee^ds ^vere taken to prove the 
total killed by each side so that s winner could be olTOsen. 
Rosene (1937) records one such hunt in which more than 1500 
prairie chickens were killed. 
But such a thing could not last, and today lows is 
faced with a real problem If she is to enjoy wildlife. It 
Is too late to do anything about most of her native species. 
With the passing of several of the native game birds, exotlo 
species have been introduced to t'^ke their place, and today 
northern Iowa depends to a large extent on the Ring-necked 
Pheasant (Phasianus oolchicus torquatus. Omelln) for her 
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hunting. In addition, Hungarian P>71ridges (Perdlx perdlx 
perdlx. Linnaeus) have been Introduced (CJreen and Hendrlok-
Son, 1938), but to date they hrve f«iled to Increase to the 
point where good hunting may be had from them, 
Iowa.Is probably as cleanly cultlvpted as any state In 
the Union. Consequently, If she Is to hove game, some defi­
nite steps In management must be taken to provide cover by 
some means. Only by more or less intensive game management 
oan Iowa hope to maintain a sur^ply sufficiently high to 
afford her population the recreation and enjoyment that oan 
be derive?^ from the talking of fish and game. 
dame management In an Intensively cultivated State such 
as Iowa (where 96.6 per cent of the land Is in farms having 
an average value of 1^160.00 per acre (]lowa Yearbook of Agri­
culture, 1946]) ) IB a problem that must of necessity take the 
farmers into consideration If it is to aoideve any measure 
of success. According to Wilier (1935) about 86 per cent of 
the state may be considered potential hunting area. It 
follows, then, that practically all game produced In the 
state must be produced on privately owned land. 
It has been the or>lnlon of some that game could not 
exist where land was Intensively used for farming. Leopold 
(1932, p. 2), however. In his 'Report of the Game Survey', 
states: 
Most people think that we cannot have husky 
corn and abundant wildlife on the same land. They 
are exactly wrong. Iowa could support five times 
as muoh game today as she possessed when the first 
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bearer trap was set In her rivers, an?? corn 
is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black 
loaiB of Iowa is oopstble of producing as ?nuoh 
or more wildlife than any parcel of the Aneri-
OflJi continent. 
If this is true, the main difficulty confronting g^une msuiage-
ment in the state is to worlc out a satisfactory method of 
assuring the Interest and cooperation of the only group which 
can prpctl05>,lly and extensively r^lse gpme...tbe ffirmers. The 
Iowa Conservation Coraraisslon is faced with the problem of en­
couraging game m^nageraent on the farm, at a minimum cost of 
supervision and administration, and In such a way that a 
sustained annual yield will be assured. 
What incentive can they offer the fcrmer to raise game 
on highly valuable agricultural land? So far, no adequate 
solution is in sight. Many plans hpve been tried and failed. 
One thing appears certain; there MUST be some incentive. Ob­
viously, leasing of the land by the St^te cannot be the solu­
tion because of the prohibitive cost. 
Private hunting leases are common in some southern 
states, and, in mpjiy instances, fees received from the sale 
of hunting rights amount to ?s much as the Inoome from other 
products of the farms. In IQSe-.'Sg, when the author was 
employed as Regionsl Garae Msnager for the Texas Q-^me Fish 
and Oyster Coraraisslon, it was learned that In the Edward's 
Plateau region in central Texas, where deer and turkey are 
the principal game species, sale of hunting rights has 
reached a high peak. So valuable have these leases become 
that In inany onsee where oompetltlon exists between live­
stock and wildlife, the livestock is reduced. That such 
conditions may occur in Iowa is a remote possibility. There 
are at the present time a few scattered private hunting 
leases, espeoially in the pheasant range in northern count­
ies, The author oboerved one such lease in Winnebago County 
in the fall of 1939, but no details of the transaction could 
be obtained, other than that the lease was held by Kr, Dennis 
Dznagswell, an attorney at Forest City. 
It seems likely that before the farmer can be inter­
ested in the production of wildlife, he must receive some­
thing for hi8 efforts. This might be in the form of direct 
remuneration, either as a fee per head of game taken, or as 
a fee per hunter per day. If the farmer is a sportsmen, he 
may derive !iis return from the shooting afforded himself, iiis 
family, or lils friends. It might be that the social contacts 
with the hunters v/111 be sufficiently valuable to the farmer 
to repay him for any time or effort expended; or he may get 
enough pleasure from having an abund.?noe of wildlife present 
on his farm to Justify his efforts, 
Schwob (1937, p. 2) quotes Leopold as saying: 
dame management seldom requires the withdraw-' 
ing of any valuable farm land from agricultural use. 
Th« necessary food and cover onh usually be provided 
on odd corners and waste pieces. Game management 
does require, however, that farmers invest a certain 
amount of time, osre, skill, and materials in fenc­
ing, patrol,: slgnS; food patches, plantings, etc. 
If the farmers are to make tVils investment freely, 
they must receive some return on it; else it will 
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not be done and there will be no game .... 
There are many ways for sportsmen to oorapensate' 
farmers for their Investment In game management, 
A sportsmen's organization may pay a fanner's 
organization either by reimbursing It for improre-
ments to the game range or by paying a rental or 
lease for the hunting privilege. An Individual 
sportsman may pay the farmer In the same way. 
Probably the simplest way for farmers to market 
surplus shooting is to charge a fixed rate per 
man per day for hunting, and personally select 
the hunters. 
In 1936, In an effort to obtain Information that would 
contribute towards solving the fprmer-sportsmsn problem, two 
different types of area were set up In the quail range In 
southern Iowa (Sejiders, 1943); and two In the pheasant range 
In northern Iowa, This thesis concerns Itself with the 
management areas in the pheasant range, especially the Ex­
perimental Pay Shooting Game Management Area In Winnebago 
County, to which the author was assigned as Research Grad­
uate Assistant In the Entomology and Economic Zoology Sec­
tion of the Agricultural Experiment Station, Iowa State 
College. 
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EARLY HISTORY Of THE RINO-HEOKED PHEASANT IN IOWA 
First Introduction In the State 
The first introduotlon of pheaspnta in Iowa was noolden-
tel. According to Leopold (1931) In bis •(Jpine Survey of the 
North Central States', isolated private pheesnnt rlnntlngs 
began as e^rly rb 1900 In Icrp, when prlvnte pbeaspntry, 
owned by an EnKllsbman nfimed Wllllpm Benton, of CerJpr Falls, 
Iowa, blew down In e, windstorm, 
Benton stnrted raising birds with the Ider of selling 
them to the State for liberation. The ex^ct year In which 
Benton started Is not Vrnown, but rooordlng to Leopold (193<?) 
the first r>he98?nte were supr^osed to h^ve been eeoured In 
1899 from a Mr. SlmpBon, of Oregon. Leopold states, however, 
that SlrrrnSon'B records show that no birds were sold to Benton 
until IPOn. Older residents In the vicinity of Cedrr Falls 
claimed that Benton's birds were obtained directly from Asia, 
Whatever the source of Benton's birds, they ri-osriered 
for a while. Then fate stepped in, ^nd a severe Trjndatorm 
destroyed the holding pent, and the entire stock was liber­
ated sjid escpped over the countryside. About 2,000 pheasants 
were released at that time. These birds spread north and 
west, and were undoubtedly the nucleus from which the north 
central Iowa populations were developed. 
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Leopold further states that other prlTate plantings 
were made In Keokuk County In 1904;.In Kossuth County In 
1907; and In O'Brien County In 1908. 
The exact flr^te of State sponsored plantings is not known, 
for the Department records only go bpck to 1921. Informa­
tion obtained from persons in Wlnneb*?go County Indloates 
that the State, as early as 191S, was supplying birds to 
Interested parties who agreed to raise them and liberate 
them In the Immediate vicinity. 
First Releases in the Vicinity of the Experimental Area 
Lars Flo, a farmer on the Winnebago County Experimental 
Area in Eden Towns^dp, stated that pheasants were released 
in the vicinity of Coon Grove, a few miles north of Thomp­
son, Iowa, and about four miles south of the Area, In 
either 1909 or 1910. Mr. Flo has since passed away, but 
a oopy of his letter is available in the author's files. 
John Batchelder, former Postmaster at ThomDSon, Iowa, 
advised the author that he raised pheasants in 1909 or 
1910, and released them on his f^rm B short distance north 
of Thompson. 0. B. Chrlstenson, one of the key men on the 
Area, verified this report. Batchelder at that time was 
a gate keeper.at the State Pair, and he obtained his birds 
from the Fair. 
Rass Norvett, who farmed the Coon drove farm at the 
time of the reported releases there, advised the author 
that no pheasants bed been released there up to the time 
he left the farm In 1918. This would plaoe the.date of 
the Coon Grove releases at some time after 191 f?, 
John Bptohelder further suggested that Jpp Thompson 
was among the group that first released riheasants on the 
Coon &rove farm. Tl'iompson, according to the v/innebsgo 
County Recorder (1939) raised pheasants and kept them In 
pens near Pilot Knob State Park. The Recorder referred 
the author to Jap Thompson's sons. Dr. Harry Thompson, 
one of the sons, did not remember much about the reported 
releases, but referred the writer to Merle Thompson, 
an attorney at Forest City. 
The May 4, 1911, edition of the 'Forest City Summit' 
reports that Merle Thompson had obtained some pheasant eggs 
from the State Game Department, suid hatched them under 
bantam hens. When contacted, Mr. Thompson Informed the 
author that this was tmae. Out of three clutches of 14-^18 
eggs each, he succeeded In raising about 40 to maturity. 
These were released on his father's farm, four miles west 
of Forest City In the fall of the second year, 191??. 
The following year there were about 1S5-150 pheasants in 
the area. The released birds nested the first year after 
they were liberated, and some sViootlng was done by hunters 
from Forest City. Thompson reported that at that time the 
State was supplying eggs to anyone who would raise and 
release pheasants. 
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John L. Wheeler, who lived three miles out of Forest 
City on the Pilot Knob road, once rclsed •pheRSr-ntB and re­
leased them neer the Park, In 191R, Other stfte rele^ises 
were made in the vicinity of Pilot Knob, Rioe Lake, and 
Ooon Grove at about thnt time. 
Thus, although the expot d«te on which phepsnnts were 
released in the vicinity of the iVinnebago County Area is 
not known, it seems probable that the first releases were 
made in 191? or 1913. Green (193B) used t'ne 1909-1910 
date, as reported by Lars Plo, but l-^ter information In­
dicates the later dpte le more likely the correct one. 
First Pheasant Season in Iowa 
The first pheasant season in Iowa wap, held in the fall 
of 1925, when thirteen Counties were opened, A three day 
season, October 20 to 22, inclusive, was provided in the 
counties of Kossuth, Humboldt, Wright, "oncock, Winnebago, 
Cerro Oordo, Mitchell, Floyd, Butler, Grundy, Rremer, Black 
Havfe, and Fr'=nklin, The limit was three males per dey in 
all counties listed. This season WPS opened as a result of 
complaints from formers of crop d^msge by oheasants in those 
counties. 
Pheasant Damage to Ci^ps in 1928-29 
According to Andrew Elvebak, one of the older farmers 
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on the Area, pheasonts became very abunf!!ant In 1927 and 
maintained their high numbers for the next seTersl years, 
3o plentiful did pheasflnts beoome that they did consider­
able d^age to orops. Damage was most severe In pepty 
ground. The farmers held meetings with state officials 
concerning the damage, requesting shooting permits from 
the Department so that they might reduce the phensante 
in order to protect fields from damage. Permits were not 
issued, and the State Informed the farmers that no blrda 
could be shot and used for human consumption. Consider­
able shooting was done, however, with farmers leaving the 
birds in the field or hanging them on fences. As long as 
the pheasants thus killed were not used for food, no en­
forcement action was taken. 
This situation differs from that in Asia, where Beebe 
(1931, Vol. 1, p. 34) found that! 
The relation of the ^Id pheasants to man 
is a very one-sided affair. The birds do very little 
damage to crops, and even when they make regu­
lar practice of appearing amidst the grain morn­
ing and evening, it is the Insect life that is 
the principle attraction. We realize that this 
oust be so when we see the hundreds and thousands 
of ring-necked pheasants living in and aboutthe 
Chinese grsinflelds, working no havoc, but proba­
bly doing much to keep down the insect pests. 
During the time the aut>Tor was on the Winnebago County 
Area (1935-1938) it was found that in most cnses where 
pheasants were observed going along the rows of sprouting 
corn, they were feeding extensively on wire worms which. 
were actually responsible for much of the reported loss. 
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Blaokblrde, Franklin's ground squirrel and the IS-llned 
ground sgulrrel usually destroyed more oorn than the pheas­
ants did. This was borne out by Stiles et al (1946) who 
found that most of the damage to sniroutlng corn blamed on 
the pheasant hes been shown to be committed by ground squir­
rels, Lefflngwell (19f^8) found that although the greatest 
damage done by pheasants is to newly sprouted oorn, pheas­
ants are blamed for much of the work of crows, which are 
also fond of this grain, 
Hendrlckson and Telller (1943) found that In Winnebago 
and Worth Counties, In Iowa, pheasant dam^e to the corn 
crop was a small fraction of one per cent. Nine-tenths of 
the damage was done by Franklin's and 13-lined ground squir­
rels, During their study, they collected ?4 pheasants from 
fields where damage was reported. Crop analysis of these 
birds showed that of the 1,1,33 recognisable food items, 569 
were waste grain and corn fed to pheasants; 49?. were insects 
harmful to farm crops; and 16 were weed items. The remainder 
of the items were of helpful or neutral value on the farms. 
It is possible, therefor, that in many instances where 
farmers blame pheasants for loss to 0pix)utlng corn, the 
damage is often done by some other species, and that pheas­
ants might even prevent worse damage by controlling inseota. 
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HISTORY OP GAME WANAGKMENT IN IOWA 
Errlngton and Hameratrom (1936, p. 405) suggest that, 
"Wildlife Kanageraent" Implies a less passive 
technique than the older term "oonservatlon." It 
lays more emrthasls upon the Improvement and main­
tenance of an improved condition of environment 
for wild species qnd less emphasis upon legpl pro­
tection pnd the establishment of sanctuaries .... 
It means the encouragement of wild species under 
conditions as nearly natural as possible. Van&ge-
raent is aprlled ecology. It is human raanlr»ulation 
of wild populations rnd may be motlv^^ted by economic, 
aesthetic, or scientific objectives. 
Game management in Iowa Is comparr'tlvely young, having 
been practiced only since 193?, On July 1, 19?R, Aldo Leopold 
started a Game Survey of the North Central States, for the 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition f^anuf-cturers Institute, under 
direction of Its committee on Restoration r>nd Protection of 
Same, The results of this survey were published In 1931, 
and the Iowa Game Program was based primarily on the rrl'"-
clples of the American Game Policy and recommendations of 
Leopold, following completion of the survey. 
Schwob (1937, p. l) gives the following fundamentals of 
thtf Iowa Game Program; 
1, To build environment so that when seed stocks 
existed or were placed on the land, they 
would have a reasonable chance of succeeds 
Ing, and producing annually surpluses 
that Could be harvested by hunters. 
2, To so manage the crop that adequate breeding 
stock remained on the land. 
3. To build a favorable relationship between the 
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hunter and the land-owners, so that ade­
quate areas could be kept available to 
the hunters. 
To accomplish these ends, the gpme management area 
plan was adopted and st^^rted in 193S. T' is constituted 
the first State sponsored game management in Iowa, At 
its beginning, six areas were proposed, to demonstrate 
what could be done by providing proper habitats, and to 
work out satisfactory game management plans. 
These areas were never developed. In s talk delivered 
before the State Conference of the Iowa Division of the 
0-eneral Wildlife Federation In 15es Moines, on December 8, 
1937, Schwob (1937) reported that the original six areas 
had never been developed because of the difficulty,in get­
ting the necessary environmental Improvements made. 
However, a Pay Shooting Area was started in the vicinity 
of Sioux City In 1932, This area functioned for only two 
years before being abandoned in 1934. Here, it was neces­
sary for the hunter to obtain permission before hunting on 
the land, and a nominal fee of fifty cents was charged for 
the privilege of hunting. There were 1200-1500 acres of 
land included in the area. The first year the plan was 
In effect, the farmers on the ^rea realized a return of 
$28.50, The return per farmer was so low that they felt 
the trouble exceeded the Income, and the idea was dropped. 
In addition to these demonstration areas, a plan was 
set up for the establishment of cooperative areas, the 
- 15 
original idea being that these areas would be established by 
oooreratlng farmers and tbe sportsmen, with help and teohnl-
oal assistance from the Department, The requirements were 
that whenever a single fpriner or a group of formers who 
owned or had control of one continuous body of land desired 
to practice garae raane-g®"'®'!^ ^'5 promised to manage the gpme. 
Improve the environment, etc., according to Instructions 
given by the Department, the Commission would post the 
land with Commission signs, and set it up as a game manage­
ment area. 
This plan would give the farmers added protection against 
trespass, under p law that h^d been passed for this pumose, 
and if the land ?>nd game were nro^erly managed, would per­
petuate game and provide yearly surpluses for the hunter. 
The plan for cooperative areas required that before 
land could be set up In such an area, it must be In a con­
tinuous block containing not less than 640 nor more than 
5,000 acres for pheasants; and not less than nor more 
than 2,500 acres, for a quail area. 
The July 5, 1932 Progress Report of Cooperative Game 
Management Areas (Schuenke, 1932) showed that 10 areas 
had been established in eight counties, and including 
146,165 acres of land. These included 3,465 acres in 4 
quail areas; 8,500 acres of land in a pheasant-quail area; 
and 134,200 acres In 5 oheasant areas. (Author's note: 
from these figures, it appears that the 5,00n  acre maxi­
mum for pheasant areas had not been strictly followed,) 
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The game management Idea spread rarddly, and a reiJort 
compiled by the Fish and Game Comralsalon on January 3, 1934, 
showed 3P. cooperative areas, on 117,23R acres In 26 counties 
6 demonstration srens, on 86,646 acres in 6 counties; 3 mass 
pheasant planting preas, on 2?,360 acres in 3 counties; 
and 6P. experimental qu^ill shooting are^s, on 193,PR7 acres 
In 36 counties; for e tot^l of l!'-'^ nre^s on 4?0,?31 seres 
throughout the stete. 
By June 30, 1934, there were IRO different areps, with 
603,140 acres under management, and 3,5P9 farmers coopern-
tlng. These Included 1^^4 quail management «)ref>8; 41 T>heas-
ant-qu^ll r^reas; 4 pheasant mass planting areips; 6 demon­
stration areas; 1 himgprlpn partridge area; 2 prairie 
chicken areas; and 1 beaver,and i raccoon arep. These 
were located In 73 counties. 
It was Soon found, however, that In many Instances, 
the landowners who entered Into the cooperptlve manage­
ment plan did so not from an Interest In game, but rather 
from the desire to get their land posted. This tendency 
on the part of the farmers to wnnt an aren simply for the 
trespass protection It afforded them, without thought of 
permitting hunting or Improving conditions for wildlife 
was one of the major weaknesses of the program. In fact. 
In Some cpses, the wildlife environment present when the 
areas were established was destroyed, thereby reducing the 
carrying capacity of the farm for wildlife. 
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Despite these weaknesses, however, the plan continued 
to STjread, pnd by July 1, 1935, under the oooperstlve man­
agement plan, P79 arefie, comprising 054,000 sores, hafl be«n 
established in Iowa, 
Concerning this situation, Leopold (1936, P. 2fll) said 
at the National Wildlife Conference In Washington, D. C., 
In Pebi*uary, 1936: 
I have the Impression th^t Iowa's experience 
has disclosed some important warning signs. The 
Iowa Depprtment not only pushed the organization 
of their rns-ny arers, but also unde^^took a posi­
tive ar'vlsory function ps gnme manager for each. 
These statements indicated that Leopold thought the Iowa 
program had grown too fest. 
The Iowa Commission realized that their program had 
gotten out of hand. Schwob (1937) admitted that had the 
original six demonstr^^tlon areps been developed and the 
oooperatlve areas held to a minimum, more definite Infor­
mation and results woulfl have been obtained. 
The Iowa Game Department h'^d tried for some time to 
find the answer to some of their questions, Tow^r'^a this 
end, the Department entered Into an agreement In 1932, with 
J. N, Darling and the Iowa State College, Each party agreed 
to finance equally, a program of cooperative research at 
the Iowa State College, to work out some of the wildlife 
problems, (Bennett, 1940). The program w^s financed one 
third by each pprty; was organized on a three year basis; 
and terminated on July 1, 1935, when the Game Department 
was Incorporated Into the State Conservation Commission 
by legislative action. Dr. Paul L. Errlngton was employed 
on July 1, 193??, as an AealstsJit Professor at the Iowa 
State College, to supervise the resenroh work. The ex­
periments were Of^rrled out by the Agricultural Erperlment 
Station. The first year, two research grpfluate assistants 
were employed, namely, Logan J. Bennett, and P. N. H^merstrom 
In 1933, Gersild Spawn wes added to the unit. The three 
agencies subscribed $3,000 per year each, for the three 
year period. However, because of the fact that the lowp 
State College was paying Dr. Errlngton's splsry; a portion 
of l>r. Hendrlckson's solary for extension work; and for 
bulletin printing; the actual ajnount furnished by the col­
lege exceeded the f3,000 per year, probably being nearer 
to $5,000 per year. 
On September 1, 1934, the Iowa Pish and Game Depart­
ment employed Logan J. Bennett ns a Game Technlolpn In 
charge of quail management In southern Iowa; and In the 
Same year, employed Philip A. DuMont as a Same Technician 
In charge of pheasant management in northern Iowa. Both 
men were retained In these positions until the reorganiza­
tion of the Same Department and Inclusion of that agency 
In the Iowa Conservation Commission by legislative action. 
In 1955, plans were made for the establishment of a 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit at the Iowa State Col­
lege, as one of the nine such units organized at that time 
in nine Land Grant Colleges throughout the country. This 
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Cooperative Research Program was under the Joint sponsor­
ship of the United States Biologies! Survey, the respective 
College, the respective Conservation Commission, and the 
American Wildlife Institute, cooper>?tlng. 
On September '-3, 1935, Logan J. Bennett was named As­
sistant Biologist by the United States Biological Survey, 
and placed in charge of the unit ot Iowa State College, 
Before t'le Iowa Commission entered into this agree­
ment, it insisted that certain nro.lects be l-^cluded. Sohwob 
(1937, n. 4) states th^t the Commission 
. . . insisted on nnd had included certain 
definite practical nroblems. Stress w«a Dlflced 
upon the necessity of Oflrrying on Investigations 
to determine whether or not the gsme raanngement 
Plan could be made to provide the incentives 
necessary, financial or otherwise, to get pnd 
keep farraerr, interested in producing or managing 
game on their fqrms without exT>ensive suoervlBlon 
by the DeDartment. 
Accordingly, Project '497', entitled "Pheasant Man­
agement," was included as one of the projects, and the work 
upon w'lich this thesis Is based was starte<^ in October, 1935, 
with the apnointment of the author to the position of Re­
search Graduate Assistant in the Cooperetlve Research Unit. 
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TECHNIQUES OF IFLVEGTIGATIONS 
The author spent 17 months in residence on the Ex­
perimental Area In Winnebago County, Including the follow­
ing periods; 
1935: October 28-Deoember 31 
1936: January 1-June 10 
1937: March 29-Auguat 26 
1938: January 11-Maroh 16 
June 16-July 16 
In addition to these periods of residence, the autV\or car­
ried out investigations during the hunting seasons of 19?5 
and 1938 (there were no seasons In 1936 or 1937),_as well 
as fall observations In 1937 on severnl week-ends. The 
area was visited In company with T'lomas Bpskett In the fall 
of 1939, when the Imorovements were checked and data col­
lected on the hunting season; while In June, 1948, a final 
check was rap.de of the experimental arena. 
Thus, investigations were carried out during residence 
in two winters, three springs, one full summer and a por­
tion of another. These permitted collection of ecological 
data on the ring-necked pheasnnt during different periods 
of the annual cycle of this SDecies over a three year period. 
The first winter saw the most severe weather ever re­
corded for the state, and enabled the investigator to gather 
data on winter survival and food and cover relationships 
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which could not otherwise h?5ve been obtained. The second 
winter In residence WPS comparatively mild, and dpta were 
collected on normal wintering conditions, together with 
some information on the relationship of activity to cllma-
tologlcal conditions, as determined by cllmatologlcf?! In­
struments, and daily field Investigations. 
The three spring T)eriods peimltted studies on nesting 
and breeding activities, territorial activities, relation­
ship to agriculturnl practices, cllmatologicsl relation­
ships, end work WPS done in estnblisMng and maintaining 
habitat improvement features. 
The Summer period enabled the author to follow the 
birds through a post-nesting period. In addition, field 
work was conducted in connection with the roadside census 
method worked out by Bennett and Hendrlckson (193R) and 
now used by the Iowa Conservation OommlsBlon to deteralna 
pre-season populations. 
The first winter, observations were made on foot or 
on horseback, often with the aid of a dog. Daily observa­
tions were made throughout the winter, and dally notes 
taken on phepsont activities, mortality, and food and cover 
relations^ipe. Slmilrr observntiona were mpde the second 
winter, when climatolcglcal relptionshlr^a were also studied. 
During the spring periods, dally observntions were 
conducted on pheasant activities, nesting and nest loca­
tions, feeding habits, relation to agriculture, relation­
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ship to other wildlife opecies, and oheoklng the Improve­
ments made on the srea. 
During the period when the roadside census technique 
was being worked out, esrly morning and late evening counts 
were made along the ronds to obtain a correlation between 
numbers seen along the rop.ds and kno^'m populf^tlons deter­
mined from field counts. After this technique was proven 
satisfactory, fall census work was done by this method, 
with sufficient field counts to check accuracy. 
Tliroughout the entire period of Investigation, observa­
tions were mflde on feeding habits, cover preferences, re­
action to weather conditions, use of Improved corners, re­
lation to agricultural use, sjid reaction to other wildlife 
species. Population counts were made at the beginning and 
end of each period of residency, so that birds present on 
the area could be correlated with ecological factors In­
fluencing their numbers, and the status known at all times 
during the study. 
Close touch was kept with the farmers on both areas, 
to assure their cooperation with the work being conducted. 
In >iope that eventually both areas could continue to func­
tion with a minimum of supervision or with no supervision 
whatever. 
Although most of the work and all of the residency 
was Spent on the^ Winnebago County Area, the author spent 
several short periods of time on the Cerro Ck»rdo County 
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Area. The latter area was atudled. In Spptember 1936; Sep­
tember 1937; and March 1938; together with several visits 
of a day or so at a time. These visits were for the pur­
pose of keeping informed of developments on the Aren and 
to assure continued oooperation of the key men in the Parmer-
Sportsmen organization which was responsible for the es­
tablishment and functioning of the sjcea. 
In order to keep informed of developments, the author 
made three visits to the area after leaving It In 1^538. 
In addition, correspondence was maintained with some of 
the members of the area who kept the autlx)r advised of 
conditions prevailing on the management areas. 
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WINNEBAOO COUNTY AREA 
(Experimental Pny Shooting O^.me Msiiagement Area) 
Establishment of the Area 
Date of establishment 
The Winnebago Oounty Area was selected for study In 
October, 1935, although the Pay Shooting Area was not es­
tablished until Mproh, 1936. 
Prior to the establishment of the area, other pro­
spective sites were investigated. Including one in Kossuth 
County, and one nesr Ruthven, Iowa. The Winnebago County 
Area, suggested by P. H, Davis, Assistant Supervisor of 
(Jame, Clear Lpke, Iowa, was the last one Investigated and 
as it offered the best possibilities, it was selected as 
the site on whloh to commence pheasant studies. 
Reason for selection 
The Winnebago County Area was ohosen because of the 
fact that a group of farmers there had banded together 
into the 'Amund ffunting Club.* Tliis club was organized 
in 1928 (Kiroher, 1941) when 12 farmers banded together 
for the purpose of preventing recurrence of •nuisance' 
hunters, to protect their stock, end to select the type 
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Of huntern who would be peri^ttefl to liunt on Club lanfla. 
Led by Hrrold Hove and O. B. Christenaon, these farmers 
pooled their farms into a blocSk on whloh they could regu­
late hunting. Their farms vrere not nil ad.lolnlng, but 
were scattered over a oonslder/^ble territory. Included 
In the farms tlius grouped together were 3500 acres of land, 
Iluntlng rights cost ^Jl.no per day for each hunter, and the 
hunters could shoot anywhere on the 3500 acres. Guides 
were furnished each party to lead them from one fprra to 
the next. Thus, If the hunters failed to bag their limit 
on one farm, they could go to another, and so on, until 
all the farms in the club had been visited. With so many 
farms scattered over so much territory offering almost 
every type of cover, few hunters failed to bo^ their limit 
of game. 
After the hunting season was over, the farmers held 
a meeting and pro-rated the income among Its members. In 
the fall of 1934, the club took In ^52,00, netting approxi­
mately ^^4,50 per mwnber. Hunters returned to the club year 
after year, often to hunt on the same farm of the unit. 
Everyone, farmers and sportsmen alike, were satisfied with 
the arrangement. Its main shortcoming was the fact that 
the fanns were not In a solid block. 
Location of the original stur'y area 
It seemed advisable for the first year at least, to 
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•elect b solid block of farmers in a preliminary study 
area, and when the author arrived on the area In October, 
1935, an arbitrary block of six full sections pnd two frac­
tional sections was Ipld out, including P.B mfiny members 
of the Amund Hunting Club P.B possible, More members might 
have been Included in the original study area, haf^ the 
boundaries been laid out differently, but since observa­
tions for the first fall and winter veve to be carried 
out on foot only, it wrs felt aflvlspble to select a block 
with the autlTor's Hepdquprters as near the center as pos­
sible, Accommodations having been secured at the Hprold 
l^ove farm, section 16, It v/as (decided to have two sections 
north of the home section; two sections southerly; and two 
sections easterly of it. The block, as chosen. Included 
fractional sections 9 and 10, lying just south of the 
Minnesota-Iowa line; and full sections 14, 16, 16, 20, 21 
and 22, all in Eden Towns>ilp, R; nge 25, Township 100, Win­
nebago County. The general locftion in the county was in 
the north central portion. Just south of the Minnesota 
line, and almost equl-dlstpnt from the towns of Thompson, 
Scarville, and R?ke, Iowa; and Bricelyn, Minnesota, Old 
Lake Hr-rraon, once an excellent hunting area, was four miles 
east of the area on County Trunk 'A'. The study area em­
braced 4,908 acres, having a vdde variety of land use, 
and Consequently, a variety of food and cover. Eight mem­
bers of the Around Taunting Club were Included in the study areas. 
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Eatabllshment of the Experimental Pay Shooting Oame Manage-
aent Area 
Following the first winter's work, an Experlment^il 
Pay Shooting O-Pine W^nagement Area wns established. Through­
out the first winter, the farmers on the study area were 
oontscted regularly, and ground work was laid for establleh-
Ing the experimental area. It was hoped that suoh an nrea 
would embrace all the farms on whloh winter studies had been 
cerrled out. For various re-'sons, some farmers hesitated 
to sign up for Improvement work, and nothing dsflnlte was 
done until March 19, 1936, when the Amund Hunting Club met, 
Dr, Logan J, Bennett, Assistant Supervisor of Gsme P. H, 
Davis and State Conservation Officer Glenn Yates, together 
with the author, were present at that meeting. 
It WPS finally decided that although the club members 
were not In a solid block, the gf?me management area oould 
be set UP on their farms. Nine members signed up, for a 
total farm acreage of 1,9B7 acres, with 13 corners to be 
improved. Original membern of the (J^me Msnflgement Area 
were Harold Hove, Palmer Hove, 0. B. Chrlstenson, C, 0, 
Chrlstenson, Elmer Selm, Carl Nesje, Clarence Olson, David 
Olson, and Clirls Walle, After the area was posted, C, L, 
Pierce asked to have his farm Included, and his 320 acres 
were signed up. This made a total of 2,307 acres In the 
Experimental Pay Shooting O-ame Management Area the first 
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year It was in operntlon. 
By the Btjrlng of 1937, It was found that the attitude 
of farmers towards the &«me Management program had lianroved. 
All of the old raembere signed up for another yesr's work 
and many of them volunteered to glTe more gmund for th® 
improved corners. All t'nls In eplte of the fact that there 
had been no phe^spnt season In the fall of 1P36, and they 
had received no Income from hunting. Some new members 
were added to the area, although It soon appeared pdvlsable 
to limit the membership lest the ares resch such propor­
tions thpt It could not be pccurately checked. Also, two 
sections were left free from Improvements in order that 
Some check could be made to determine the effectiveness 
of the Improvement work. Section ?1, on the southwest 
corner of the original study area, and sections 15, the 
middle section of the northern tier, were chosen as the 
sections to be maintained ne checks. These two sections 
were selected because In section 21, all the fai»ms except 
80 acres, were In the hands of Insurence companies, and 
the tenants could not sign up without comDany approval; 
while section IR WPS controlled by farmers wVio were either 
antagonistic towards the program, or for various reasons 
did not wish to sign up...often because they simply would 
not sign an agreement, although they agreed to do anything 
required If they would not have to sign. It should be 
pointed out, however, that on both sections 15 and section 21, 
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the farmers who were unwilling to sign the agreement were 
agreeable to the author oon<5uotlng any studies he wished 
on the area and they often lent valupble asslstanoe. 
New members who signed up in the spring of 1937 were 
Lewis Rygh, who was not interested in the program when it 
was initiated, but who later asked to be Included; Russell 
Selme, a former tenant of Hprold Hove, who signed up on 
his new farm with the owners permission; and Ed Walle, 
who was indifferent st first but later asked to be Included, 
This brought the acreage in the Game W^nagement Area to 
2,587 acres on which improvement work was carried on. 
General Cover eonditions 
Cover as associated with game has attnlned a variety 
of meanings and limitntlons. The autlior has been guided 
by the dictionary definition of cover which is in accord 
with Leopold (1933),. who defined it to mean vegetative or 
other cover for gpme. There are severr-l kinds of cover, 
as classified by Leopold, including; 
1, Winter cover: vegetation offering Invisi­
bility or mechanical protec­
tion during snow, 
2 ,  Refuge cover: vegetation from which gnme can­
not be driven by hunters. 
3, Loafing cover; a place, not necessarily large, 
often near 1 or 9 ,  pnd offering 
shade in summer or sun and wind 
protection in winter. 
4, Nesting cover. 
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6, Roosting coT«r. 
6. Escc^e cover: often applies to 1 and 2 
oolleotlTely, 
A wide variety of cover was found on the study area. 
Perhaps at some time or other, all the land was used as 
some form of cover. The following break-flown of land use 
and ground cover on the 4,908 acres in the study area 
demonstrates the wide seleotlon of cover which was af­
forded In 1935, 
Table 1 
Land Use on the Study Area, 1935 
Item Acres Item Acres 
Township roads 125 Barley 3 
Buildings and groves 176 Hand picked corn 1,012 
Pasture 512 Machine picked corn 344 
Alfalfa 183 Corn stubble 175 
Hay (not alfalfa) 60 Shocked fodder 32 
Oat stubble 444 Sweet corn 40 
Sweet clover stubble 116 Soybeans (cooked) 24 
Uncut sweet clover 11 Sloughs & ditches 62 
Sw. clover, 16" high 15 Potatoes 3 
Cane 2 Beets 52 
Red clover 10 Tomatoes 10 
Sudan grass 4 Plowed ground 1,484 
Native prairie grass 1 School yards 4 
Flax stubble 13 Church yard 2 
Some Idea of the food and cover generally present on 
the area for upland gane birds can be gained from Table 2, 
showing land use over a three year period for 3600 acres 
of the area. These data were obtained from the AAA office. 
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Thompson, Iowa, nnfl Include only those farms which were 
signed up with the AAA over that period, flome of th® 
farmers on the area were not cooperp^tors, so no data are 
aTallable; wMle a few others were oooperators only for 
a portion of the three year period. 
Table 2 
Acreages In Various Crops on 3600 aores of the Study Area 
Period 1936 to 1937 




Field oom 1,450 1,490 1,510 
Sweet oom 45 30 102 
Oats 1*240 1,275 1,150 
Barley 135 80 85 
Flax 26 0 0 
Soybeans 20 19 33 
Beets 60 24 10 
Alfalfa 180 215 £56 
Sudan grass 20 3 0 
Canary grass 30 23 27 
Sweet clover hay 60 26 26 
Red clover 5 5 6 
Uncut sweet olover 3 0 0 
Rape 5 0 0 
Pasture 295 410 386 
Potatoes 2 0 0 
Tomatoes 4 0 0 
Summer fallow 20 1 12 
It will be noted that there was comparatlrely little 
change. In the acreage of oom and oats throughout the 
period. A check of the farm plans on file In the AAA 
office showed that for the most part, farmers were using 
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a short rotation, with oorn-oatB-oorn being the usual 
practice, with soil building or sod bropB in the minority. 
Perhaps the plowed fields or other barren ground 
such as harvested beet fields served as cover at times, 
but pheasants were seldom seen In them during the winter 
months. They were frequented In enrly fall and spring, 
but It Is more logical to assume they were searching for 
food than that they were seeking oorer. 
Stubbleflelds vere used in early spring and late 
fall, but here, too. It was probably In search of food 
instead of cover. Pasture lands, which offered little 
cover during the winter months, were frequented by pheasants 
where they were able to garner waste grains resulting frem 
pastured llvestotSk, The cover value of supV) places ex­
cept during the nesting season is doubtful, 
Hsyflelds offered little oover during the fall and 
winter, but were Important as nesting and escape oover 
in the spring and summer. 
Fence rows, many of which grew up to weeds and tall 
grasses, were Important as cover throughout the year. 
Hot only did they serve as resting and loafing oover, 
but they were also extensively used by birds as lanes 
of travel. In winter months when most fence rows drifted 
full, the corniced drifts continued to be used as thorough^ 
fares and pheasants preferred them to crossing open fields. 
The 52 acres of sloughs and ditches (In addition to 
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roadside dltohes) were Important aa winter cover, and were 
also used for nesting. Only one slough (between sections 
9 and 16) contained water except during the spring, al­
though the water table In the others wss so close to the 
surface that It militated against agricultural uses. Ex­
cellent cover was affordefl by these sloughs throughout 
the year because of the dense growth of grasses and forbs. 
Phragmltes communis. Spprtlna Hlchau%lana. and various 
sedges comprised the bulk of the vegetation in these areas, 
usually in dense stands which provided good escnpe cover 
during the summer, and refuge during the hunting season. 
The harvested corn ha(^ some cover value, especially 
in the hand picked fields. Mechlne plckea fields were 
usually So broken down as to be of little vnlue during 
stormy weather, although in the l?te fall they were widely 
used. The increased use of mechanical corn pickers through­
out the pheasant range has seriously reduced the Trlnter 
cover. Concerning this, Schwob (1937) reported that the 
machine cornplcker hnd reduced the effective winter cover 
from 50 to 70 per cent In the pheasant territory, which 
was a serious blow to carrying pheasants through the 
winter. Pigs. 1 and 2 show the cover avallsble In hand 
picked cornfields. 
Since most of the cornfields were hogged down, pheas­
ants were able to glean some feed In their wake. Hand 
picked fields were usually used for cover except in such 
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Fig. 1. 
Q-eneral view of hsnc^-ploked. cornfield 
Fig. 2, 
Close-up view of cover In hand-ploked oorn. 
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severe winters that they drifted full, Contrpsted to 
machine nloked fields, there wns good cover fresent. Con­
cerning the value of corn for cover, Wight (l?*^) found 
that In vichigan, corn provides the T^rlnolrile fall cover 
for pheasants; and thpt while they usually flushed to the 
morah, they sought cover in cornfields, 
Pheassnts were seldom found in the fields of ensilage 
corn, for t-^e fields were so closely cut thi^t they had 
only short stubble remaining. V/liere drilled corn war mpde 
into shocks and left in the fields until needed for stock, 
pheasants wer^ "ble to secure both food ?nd cover in and 
around the sliocks. In fact, shocked corn offered a good 
supply of food even when her^vy drifting occurred, as the 
ears were held above snow levels, where they could be 
found by birds. In aoine cases, moderate drifting rendered 
fodder corn more readily available, especially in hybrid 
Varieties whloh attained considerable height in the stalks. 
In the winter of 1935-36, there was a single 40 acre 
field of Sweet corn on the area, a portion of which was 
not picked before bad weather set in. This field ragularly 
harbored 75 pheasants during the winter months, even though 
the only cover WPS th°t afforded by t>ie relatively low 
stalks protruding above the snow. This field was fed in 
all winter, and It undoubtedly saved many pheasants, both 
from the protection from the elements and the food thus 
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available. Fig, 3 shows the cover afforded In this un­
picked sweet com. 
All the fprm buildings on the f?rea hj?d windbreaks 
around them, and in addition there were two farm sites 
whloh were abandoned, leaving vacant groves. These farm 
groves, particularly those that were pbandoned, were 
utilized throughout the winters as shelter. Some of the 
farm groves were oomposed of evergreens, but In the severe 
winter of 1935-36, pheasants did not use them. It would 
be expected that the oover afforded by coniferous groves 
would be greater than In deciduous groves, yet pheaspnts 
preferred the deciduous groves. Coniferous species on 
the area Included Scotch pine, (Plnus sylvestrls). white 
spruce (Plcea glauca), Norway spruce (Plcea ebles). Colo­
rado blue spruce (Plcea pungens). white fir (Abies concolor). 
and Douglas fir (pseudotsuga taxifolla). The grove on the 
Carlson farm, section 9, had an outside border of arbor-, 
vltae (Thuja occldentalls), and this was frequently used. 
Ho other evergreens were utilized in the winter of 1935-36, 
although many farmers reported that in previous years 
those coniferous groves v/ere frequented by pheasants, es­
pecially those groves which were contiguous to cornfields. 
There were no coniferous groves adjacent to cornfields 
during the period of study, so the true value of.evergreens 
as pheasant cover might not have been determined. In 
England, Tegetmler (1904) reported In detail on the sue-
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Pig. 3. 
Contraet in cover offered by hand-tJlokea 
Sweet oom and raaohlne-ploked field oom. 
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cosaful uee of evergreens for pheasant roosting cover. He 
reoommenAed spruces and firs highly, pnd even assigned 
some value to close-branching pines, but made no mention 
of the proximity of evergreens to the food supply. 
In Pennsylvania, Randall (1939) found that pheasants 
used a young Norway spruce and red pine plantation for 
roosting cover In early winter. Birds roosting In this 
plantation fed In a machine picked cornfield adjoining 
the plantation. When this field became covered with snow, 
the birds left the coniferous trees and sought shelter 
In hand picked corn. 
Although every farmstead on the area har" a grova 
of deciduous trees, only two such groves near occutiled, 
buildings showed evidence of use as cover by pheasants. 
The large grove on the L^rs Flo farm, section 15, was 
widely used, and in"the winter of 1935-36, sheltered 
some pheasants throughout the winter. On the Carlson farm, 
section 9, a mixed deciduous-coniferous grove was used 
extensively. 
On the unoccupied farmstead, rented by Morris Erdol 
on section 22, the deciduous grove was commonly used, 
while the three-acre deciduous grove on the Levi Selvlg 
tsrm, section 9, on which there were no buildings, was 
widely used and sheltered 75 pheasants during the winter 
of 1935-36. Tall cottonwoods (Populus deltoldes) and 
elms (Ulmus amerloanus) were the major trees In this grove. 
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Rose bushes (Rosa spp.) and tall burdocdc (Arotlum minus) 
added to the oover present. 
Willows (Salix amygdaloldes) were extensiyely used 
by pheasants and during the winter of 1935-36 offered 
more protection to pheasants than any other, until heavy 
drifting filled the willows with sno^. Figures 4, 5, 6 
and 7, show suoGesBlve stages of drifting In one of the 
Biost widely used willow thlc&ets on the area and demon­
strates how oover was rendered unavailable to pheasants 
In the winter of 1935-36. 
Classes of Cover 
The pheasants apparently had little need for escape 
oover In whloh to hide from preying wild animals until 
1938, when some red foxes moved onto the area. The only 
raptorial birds seen on the area were a few American Rough-
legged Hawks (Buteo lagopus s. Johannls); a few Short-
eared Owls (Aslo flammeus flammeus); and a limited number 
of Marsh Ha^i&s (Clrous hudsonlus). Not until the winter 
of 1938 were pheasants noticed to be disturbed by pre­
dators. Hence It was not possible to rank the escape 
value of cover for pheasants in relation to actual use 
to ward off preying enemies. For mechanical protection 
against snow, the behavior of the birds gave more evidence. 
Generally several hours before snowfall, pheasants began 
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Fig. 4. 
Cover available In willow thicket 
before drifting started. 
Fig. 5. 
Willow tMoket one-half drifted over. 
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Pig. 6. 
Willow thloket three-fourths drifted over 
•% r~t; 
Fig. 7. 
Willow thicket ooi^letely drifted over. 
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to congregate at willow rows and clumps, in Bloughe, and 
in groves. So constant were these nuDveraents thnt farmers 
were able to predict snow with fair accurpcy by observing 
tJils conoentr^?tlon In various types of cover. As no fields 
were set off by the farmers as refuges, the hunters hsd 
access to all parts of the area. No cover Itself offered 
much refuge to the birds from hunters, for during the 
hunting seasons the gunners were able to drive pheasants 
out of all cover types. 
Several types of cover served for loafing purposes. 
During the periods of strong cold winds, pheasants sought 
shelter at the leeward side of groves, willows, straw-
stacks, and in the sloughs. The birds left such shelter 
during the winter only to feed. Pheasants were seen to 
tarry, at times, particularly in morning and evening, on 
the sunny side of ditch banfes, weedy fence rows, and other 
taller vegetation. During the spring and summer months, 
birds could be seen early In the morning, sunning them­
selves along the roadside ditches. 
The pheasants generally roosted on the ground. When 
the weather mild, as in late fall, slightly more than 
half the birds rested at night in cornfields, sloughs and 
grainfieldB, During the winter montVis, when only stubble 
was found in the grrln fields, birds f^ld not spend the 
nights there. In the late fall, when cold weather set in, 
most roosting was done in willows, sloughs, and deciduous 
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groTee. OooaBlonally, howerer, pheasants spent the night, 
even In oold weather. In unpicked or hand-picked fields 
of corn. On very windy, cold nights, pheasants burrowed 
Into strawetaoks to roost at night. 
On only one occasion, at 10:30 a.ra, on a misty fall 
morning, were pheasants seen In trees. Perhaps they had 
roosted there all night, Lefflngwell (19?,8) observed 
that In Oregon, the pheasants roosted In trees to a con­
siderable extent, although ground roosting was the more 
common. In Asia, Beebe (1936) found that wherever pos­
sible, pheasants roost In trees, well out from the trunk 
and on trees with no branches for some distance from the 
ground. 
Pheasants used a variety of nesting cover, with hay 
crops used more than any others, Baskett (1947), Trho 
conducted nesting studies on the Winnebago County Area, 
found that highest nesting sucoees was in clipped sweet 
clover, where 87,4 uer cent of the nests were sucoessful. 
In sweet clover green manure crops, no nests were found, 
possibly because ground cover was so dense that It was 
not attractive for nesting, or because dense cover pre­
cluded location of nests by the Inveetigstor. Oat fields 
were the next most successful nesting cover, with 37.9 
per cent of all nests successful. Here, the lateness of 
the harvest meant that nesting was completed before the 
crop was cut, thus reducing loss of nests by mowing. 
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Reed Canary graae (Phalarle arundlnaoea). also harvested 
late In the season, showed 22.2 per cent of the nests 
succeeded. Red clover fields had a success rate of 15.0 
per cent. Alfalfa, which during the period of Bsskett's 
Investigations, c-intalned 13 per cent of all nests found, 
had a success rate of only 9.7 to 16.6 per cent. Low 
•uocess rates here was caused by the early mowing of the 
fields, which destroyed many nests before Incubation was 
complete. Hayflelds In general contained over half (55,6 
per cent) of all nests found, and nearly half (47.0 per 
cent) of all suocessful nests; nevertheless, the rate of 
loss was quite high, with only r?1.6 per cent succeeding. 
Pence rows contained from 6 to 25 per cent of all nests 
found, but the success was very low. 
During the summers of 1936, 1937 and 193fl, the author 
found many nests in slfejlfa fields. Contrary to popular 
opinion, leaving one mower swath around the fields would 
not have been effective. It was found that more nests 
were located In the fifth and sixth mower swaths than else­
where In the fields. Thus, leaving the peripheral swath 
would not Save many nests. Reporting on this matter, 
Baskett (1947, p. 16) found that; 
In 1939 . . . 40.6 per cent of all nests 
were located in fields with a minimum dimension 
greater than 200 feet ("field nests"); In 1940, 
67,1 per cent of all nests were field nests; 
and In 1941 the percentage was 68,5, The re­
maining nests were found In narrow strips of 
cover such as fence rows, road ditches, and 
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narrow extensions of fields, all of which might 
be considered, peripheral In looptlon. There­
fore, a general tendency away from peripheral 
plp.ceraent , . . was indicated. 
This Same tendency amy from peripheral nesting was 
shown by Leopold (1937) In Wisconsin, #10 wrote, "I oould[ 
s e e  n o  t e n d e n c y  f o r  n e s t s  t o  o c o u r  o n  e d ^ e s  . . . .  In 
at least three 10-acre patches of alfalfa . , , nests 
ooourred in the very center." 
Food Conditions 
The food of pheaaents Is quite verled and differs 
with the seasons. The crltlo'l time for pheasants Is 
during the winter months, when the presence or absence 
of food In close relation to cover is often the detennln-
Ing factor In winter survival. 
During the summer, pheasants feed largely on In­
sects, when they often perform good service to the farmer 
by destroying harmful Insects. Stiles, et al (1946) 
found that, "Although the pheasant is primarily a seed 
eater, during the spring and summer much of Its diet con­
sists of cutworms, grasshoppers, and other Insects." 
Of pheasejnts In their native Imd, Beebe (1936, P. 11) 
states: 
Pheasants on the whole . . , are decidedly_ 
omnivorous, and few edible objects, whether 
v e g e t p b l e  o r  a n i m a l ,  c o m e  « i m l s 8  t o  t h e m  . . . .  
Every Important order of Insect Is tsken with­
out hesitation, and It Is remarkable what spiny 
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creatures are swallowed whole without apparent 
damage to the mucous membranes. 
Smartweeds, (Polygonum sn-n.) are of some importance 
as winter food, where the seeds are obtained in cornfields 
and marginal preas conducive to this type of plant. It 
is mostly important as a fall and early winter food, for 
with the advent of heavy snows, most of the plant is 
covered so the seeds are no longer available. 
Soybeans, when cooked in the fields, offer some win­
ter food, while combined soybean fields offer some food 
shortly efter harvesting, from the seed dropped by the 
machines. 
The pigweeds, especially Amaranthus retroflexus. 
are utilized by pheasants to some extent. Seeds of lamb's 
quarters (Chenopodium album) serve as food also, while 
lesser ragweed (Ambrosia Rrtemlailfolia) is a very im­
portant item in the pheaspnt's diet. Even the greater 
ragweed (Ambrosia trifIda) is used, although not as com­
monly as the smaller species. 
Pigeon grass (Setarlp spp,) is taken as food in 
considerable quantities. Its presence in corn rows in 
all cornfields on the arep no doubt had some Influence 
on its popularity. All pheasant crops examined during 
the study contained an abundance of tsigeon grass seed. 
Oats rank next to corn In the pheaspnt's diet. Ex­
amined crops had a large proportion of oats. These oats 
were picked up during the winter months, at or near straw-
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ataoks, and some stacks yielded more than others. 
Corn Is, beyond a doubt, the basis for subsistence 
for pheasants during the winter months in northern Iowa. 
Both field corn and sweet corn are utilized. In severe 
winters, when oom Is not available In the fields, pheas­
ants will feed in hog lots or obloken yprds, visit oorn 
cribs, and frequent manure Diles in nn effort to obtain 
this cereal. 
Listed In the order of ImDortance, seeds of the fol­
lowing plpnts ere taken ee winter food on the Winnebago 
County Area; field corn, sweet oorn, oats, pigeon grass, 
oorn (in manure), lesser rngweed, lamb's quarters, anprt-
weed, soybeans, pigweed, and greater ragweed, 
Slmllsr observations have been made In other states, 
Lefflngwell (1928) reported that pheasants observed In 
several states seemed to feed on whatever was easiest to 
obtain, but that the three seeds most commonly eaten were 
ragweed, smartweed, and foxtail , while beetles foraed the 
largest portion of the pheasant's insect food, Severln 
(1933) found that In South DaJcota, corn was the largest 
single Item In the pheasant's diet. He listed the follow­
ing seeds as being importajit pheasant food: com, wheat, 
barley, oats, and foxtail. 
Prom Michigan, Plrnie (1930, p. P) v/rote. 
The winter foods usually available . . . 
Include the seeds of many grasses and sedges, 
and such farm plants as ragweed, and pigweed. 
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When other foofl le eoArce, phesaanta nork at 
teasel, atlolctlghts, burdocks, and milkweed 
pods, 
Burnett (19S1) and Maxson (19P1) found that In Colo­
rado, pheasmits fed during the winter on oorn, oats, ragweed, 
bindweed, and wild opts, 
Hloks (1935) observed that the distribution and abun­
dance of pheasants in Ohio was rather closely linked with 
the oora cror). Dalke (1935) oonflrmed the Inroortanoe of 
com 198 food. He reported that In K'lchlgan, one-third of 
the annual food of the pheaS'^nt is corn, Including waste 
grain which remained In the fields, oorn drooped by nns-
tured stock, corn carried Into the 'vnods by squirrels, and 
also that whloh vras returned to the fields In the form of 
manure. 
In Wisconsin, Rossback (1946) found that whererer 
sufficiently abundant, cultivated grains form the most 
important portion of the pheasnnt's diet, and that the 
most Iranortant of these is corn. Qenernlly, barley rated 
high. The unhulled grains of foxtails were Important Items. 
He concludes that cultivated grains, especially corn, took 
first place among the recorded foods, but that certain 
weed seeds were of nearly equal value. Most ImiDortant 
weed seeds are ragweed, yellow and green foxtails, and 
sometimes stnartweeds. 
Discussing the Irauortanoe of com, Wight (1930) found 
that In addition to the value of com as food, cornfields 
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quite generally produce an abundance of weed eeeda, in­
cluding foxtails, n food espeolqlly deslrefl by pheasants, 
Bennett and English (1979) found that In Pennsylvania, 
the five most Important fall foods of the pheasants were 
corn, lesser ragweed, grasshoppers, twckwheat, and slEunk 
cabbage. 
Other Oaae Birds 
Pew Greater Prairie Chiokens (Tympanuohus oupido aaerl-
oanus) were on or near the Winnebago County Area during 
the winter of 1935-36. Only one was known to have remained 
there all winter, A few individuals oame through the area 
in the spring and fall movements in 1937, 1937 and 1938, 
In the fall of 1935, there were 36 T^ungarisn Pertridges 
on the area. These were grou-oed into five ooveys composed 
of six to nine birds. On sections 14, 15, 16, 21 and 22, 
respectively, were coveys of seven, six, nine snd seven 
partridges. In almost every instpnce during the vdnter 
months, the partridges were flushed from the tops of small 
knolls and only a few times from low ground or groves. The 
ranging of ooveys was rather restricted. Observations in­
dicated that the range of a covey seldom exceeded one-eighth 
of a mile in radius. 
The partridges seemed to be very hardy birds, as evi­
denced by the winter survival of 35 of the 36 birds in the 
extreme winter of 1935-36, Scott and Baskett (1941) failed 
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to find any dead partridges on the Winnebago County Area 
after the Armlstloe Day stonn of 1940, although 10 per 
oent of the pheassnts suocombed. In the winter of 1935-36, 
one of the partridges was found dead on February 25« As 
the brepst profile was 80 per oent normal, that bird did 
not starve. No oause for Its death wes revealed during 
the examination by the author an*^ several other members 
of the Department of Zoology and Entomology. 
In severe weather the partridges huddle olosely to­
gether to conserve warmth. On several occasions the au­
thor flushec^ coveys during the winter months, only to find 
the depression in the snow where they had roosted was 
nearly the seme size as that left by one phensnnt. 
In the summer of 1937, there were 115 partridges on 
the area, or about 15-20 per section. Broods of this 
Bpeoles In the spring and siuaraer of 1937 averaged 8,5 
young per brood; and the largest brood seen had 36 young 
In it. This was probpbly a double brood. 
Surveys in the spring of 1938 showed 140 riartrldges 
on the area; e fair Increase from the year before. 
Partridges and pheasants ranged together In the sajse 
fields, but seldom fed together. No fighting between the 
two species was observed. 
Waterfowl were observed during spring and fall migra­
tions, No nesting was observed on the area proper, where 
there was little suitable waterfowl nesting habitat. 
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Predatory Vemmals 
There were a few bodger (Taxldea taxus taxus) on the 
area. In the 8T>ring of 1937 a den tentrtlvely Identified 
ae a bf?dger den was found. On July 31, 1937, a bndger 
was obaeryed oroeslng the road about one-half mile south 
of the farm on which the author resided. On the morning 
of August 8, 1937, st 5tl5 a.m., another WPB obseryed near 
the slough on the Csjlson farm, section 9, This one holed 
up In a roadside bpnk. It was not uncommon to find badger 
holes dug in the hard packed gravel roads, where the ani­
mals were evidently digging for gophers. Many roedslde 
banks throughout the aree had badger holes dug In them. 
Indicating several animals were present on the area. 
Red fox (Vulpes regalls) were reported ss present 
on the area, even during the winter of 1935-36, but none 
was seen by the author until the winter of 1938, nor were 
any fox signs observed on the area Tiroper. However, on 
May 2n, 19T/, the suthor In company with State Conserva­
tion Officer G-len Yates, located some fox dens on the sec­
tion Inmedl-^tely east of the study area. 
There were several foxes on the area during the win­
ter of 1937-38, although none v/ere observed by the author. 
Two weeks before Christmas, 1937, two foxes were flushed 
on the Light farm, section 21, by Morris Erdol, son of 
the farmer who owns a farm on that section. On January 14, 
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1938, a fox was observed within 50 yards of the grove on 
the 0. B. Chriatenson farm, section ?3, This animal lei­
surely trotted to within that dlstanoe of the bullfllngs, 
sat down and looked sround, paying no attention to the 
men working neerby. Another fox was flushed on the David 
Olson farm, section 12, 
On February 3, 193B, two foxes were flushed from the 
0. B. Christens on grove, but none were seen In that area 
from then on. 
There was considerable evidence of foxes in the slough 
on section 13, Tracks of the animals were frequently seen 
In the slough following snowfall; as well as pheasant car­
casses left by this predator. On February 4, 1938, the 
author snent some time In the slough following the tracks 
of a fox. It was possible to see where the animal had 
been stalking pheasonts, as evidenced by the many places 
where the birds roosted. That many of the birds flushed 
as the fox approached was shown In the tracks in the snow. 
After visiting several roosting places, the fox flnslly 
caught a cock. At this place blood was scattered over a 
considerable area, and a short distance away the remains 
of the bird were found. 
On January 26 ,  1938, the body of a little spotted 
skunk (Spllogale Interrupta) was found on the state line 
road north of the area. In June 1948, three carcasses 
of this species were seen on the roads. No other skunks 
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were seen on the area, however. 
Winter Pheasant Losses 
Winter of 19g5~36 
The winter of 1935-36 was the oolAest of 117 winters 
on record up to that time, and caused considerable phe«8-
-ant losses tliivDUg'Tout the range of tMe species in northern 
Iowa (Green and Seed, 1936). During the first half of 
January, 1936, the weather was nearly normcl. Cn January 
IS began a oold w/ive which saw temperatures (dropping well 
below zero. During that cold wave anfl continuing almost 
unabated tVirough February Iowa experienced tbe most 
protracted period of very low dally temperntures that have 
ever been recorded for the state. February, wltb an aver­
age of 6° P., wss the coldest of 117 Febn-iarles on record. 
In addition, strong oold winds end heavy snowfall continued 
throughout most of the month, A blizzard spreading over 
most of the state on February 8, and a second striking 
most severely In the north central and northwest oountles 
on February 26, were described by inhabitants as the worst 
In 50 or more years. 
Concerning the period the official weather observer 
for Iowa, Charles D. Reed (1936, p. 9) has written: 
Frequent heavy snows that began about the 
middle of January added to the accumulated depth 
of snow on the ground throughout the state till 
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a maxlnum was reached about Pebrupry 17 st from 
30 to 36 Inohes In many southwest, west-central, 
northwest, and a few central counties. Thlo snow 
fell at temperatures around the zero mark or lower 
and was very light and powdery and was very readily 
picked up and tmnsported whenever the wind reached 
a velocity of 15 to 20 miles per hour and there 
wer#? menj dajB when the velocity was much greater. 
There was new snow at frequent Intervals till the 
20th or 21st. Huge drifts, 10 to 15 feet deer), 
were formed in nearly all portions of the state. 
It was fortunate, therefore, that observations were 
carried out on a rer)resent^tlve portion of the pheasant range 
during this unprecer^nnted v/lnter. 
Before the hunting season In the fall of 1935, It was 
estimated that approximately 1,000 pheasants, or an average 
of one per 4.9 acres, resided on the area under observation. 
There was probably some inflvix from Minnesota, where the 
season opened e;?rller than It did in Iowa, Fr'.rmers on both 
sides of the State line reported movements of birds into the 
area during the time hunting was going on In Minnesota, Defi­
nite data on tills movement was not obtained, for the author 
did not arrive on the area until a short time before the 
Iowa season opened. The observation of 10 crippled birds 
on the area prior to the Iowa opening indicated that some 
birds, wounded in Minnesota, had moved across the line. 
During the fsll season of 19,^5, a total of 501 birds 
WPS removed from the area by hunters, leaving approxi­
mately 493 blr(^6 to entpr the winter. 
In attempts to account for losses during the winter, 
dally checks were made for dead pheasants. Dead birds 
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founfl during the winter were examined at least superfl-
olplly, and those which had not been dlstrubed by scav­
engers weri® weighed. The weights of dead hens varied 
from 1.50 to 2,p5 pounds; find of den'^ cooks, from 1,50 
to 4.00 pounds. The Rver.-^ge weight of hens WRS 1.74 
pounds, and of cocks 2,64 pounds. Only one cock, found 
February 5, weighed es little ae 1,50 pounds. The 
sternum of this bird WPS prominent nnd poorly covered with 
flesh, and the rera-^lnder of the body was very emaciated. 
Without lntern«?l examination It was assumed thnt the bird 
In a weakened condition died from freezing. That cock 
was the only bird thpt showed advanced emaciation and. 
probable starvation, which aocountod for 0.2 per cent of 
the population at the beginning of the winter. All other 
dead birds were in good flesh end quite plump. 
Only one dead bird lndlc?ted probable predatory loss, 
A warm headless pheasant hen was found, but there were no 
signs or tracks of a possible predator discerned In the 
vicinity. Snow was drifting lightly at the time and per­
haps any signs were covered quickly. The probable preda­
tory loss of pheas'^nts w-ss 0,2 per cent of the birds en­
tering the winter. 
The loss of pheasants from Illegal shooting during 
the x'dnter w=s le-^rned, at least in part. The Illegal 
taking of 12 birds was reported to the Investigator. 
That loss accounts for 2 ,  per cent of the early winter 
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Fourteen defld pheasants ehowed early symptoms of 
pneumonia. Their mouths were bloody and showed more than 
normpl pmounts of mucus, as this loss WPS only ?,7 per 
cent of the total number of birds entering the winter, 
pneumonia did not seem to be of great importance as a 
lethal factor, 
A large pprt of the loss of pheasants was attributed 
to freezing and ohoking, which seemed rery olosely re­
lated, Two blizzards and three drift storms, each last­
ing one or two days and coupled with temt)eratures of zero 
to -35® P., wreaked haToo among the pheessnts. Birds, 
oaught in drift storms and blizzards pway from dense es­
cape cover, almost invej?lably turned their tails to the 
wind and crouched in t*^e snow. The body feathers of such 
unfortunate birds were ruffled and the driven snow was 
packed under the feathers. Body heat melted the snow and 
the severe cold cpused the weter to freeze and thus encase 
the birds in ice. Wany of the ice-encased birds probably 
froze to death, for their bills and nostrils ar»penred to 
be clear of bloody or exoeesive exuc^ates, and of the head, 
not more than the eyes were covered with ice. Hence they 
probably did not choke to death, PerhatJS the eyes of some 
of the birds were covered with ice before their death, ajjd 
they were unable to find suitable protective cover, A few 
farmers on the area captured birds with ice-covered eyes 
and placed them in chicken houses until the ice melted. 
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Upon liberation those ohensp-nts soon flew away anfl ap­
peared to have suffered little from the eroerlence. Some 
fanners reported tVie finding of pus in the eyes of the 
pheasants, evident only after the loe melted from the eyes. 
After those stonns it was a common occurrence to find 
pheasants henvlly covered with Ice and snow that could not 
fly at the api:>roach of the observer. Such birds ran a 
short distance and then stopped In a crouching position. 
Fig. 8 shows a i^heasant cock nearly covered by drifting 
snow. 
Following those five drift storms numerous pheasants 
were found with t;ie bills or nostrils, and In some cpses 
both of these parts, covered with loe. Pig. 9 shows this 
condition. Probably In such cases the birds died of chok­
ing, although some of them were also encased In Ice, A 
few birds froze to death while roosting In the strawstaoks, 
as shown In Figs. 10 and 11, 
In total, freezing or choking was considered respon­
sible for the death of 137 pheasants, 27.70 per cent of 
the population remnlnlng ofter the hunting season. 
During bllzzardo end severe drift storms some oheas-
antB werp covered BO deeply with snow that they were not 
found until after the lite winter thaws. The causes of 
death In such cases were not determined. 
Althjjugh numerous reports were received of orows 
molesting and killing pheasajits, the author did not observe 
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Pig. 8. 
Pheasant cook oovered by drifting snow. 
Fig. 9. 
Dead pheasant showing mouth covered with loe. 
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Fig. 10. 
Pheasants found frozen In atrawstaok 
/ ^  
Fig. 11. 
Pheasant frozen in haystaok. 
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orowB attpoking live pheaBfiUts, Probably euoh reports 
arose from obserratlons of crows feeding on dead birds 
In the fields. Crows did act as scavengers. Without the 
orows it would have been more difficult to find some of 
the dead pheasants, CJTOWS located even the partially 
snow^covered birds, plucked and scattered many of the 
feathers on the snow, and fed upon the carcasses. The 
large dark patches of scattered feathers and occasional 
presence of crows made It possible to locste dend birds 
even at a conslderpble distance. Figs, 12 and 13 Illus­
trate how crow work facilitated locating oaroasses. 
The known winter losses together with the percentages 
of the early winter population and causes of loss have 
been summarized in table 3, 
Hear the close of the winter quite accurate last 
counts of pheasants totalled 246 birds as residing on the 
area. Those 246 birds added to the 238 birds known to 
have been lost during the winter accounted for 484 of the 
early vdnter population. The most satisfactory and nearly 
accurate counts of the pheasants in the epTly winter to­
talled 493 birds as residing on the srea. Thus, nine 
birds T/ere not accounted for in the course of the winter's 
observations. Perhaps a few or all of the nine birds un­
accounted for were snowed under and not discerned after 
the late winter thaws, for some of the last dead birds 
picked up were so soiled that they were nearly invisible. 
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Fig. 12. 
Eviflenc® of crow work. 
Pig. 13. 
Erldenoe of orow woxk. 
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Table 3 
Known Winter LoBBes 
1935-36 




Starvation 1 0.2 
Predatlon 1 0.2 
Illegal shooting 12 2.3 
Pneumonia 14 2.7 
Freezing and ohoklng 137 27.7 
Undetermined 38 7.6 
Straying from area 35 7.5 
TOTALS f!38 48.2 
<m 83 "• 
As soon as the snow was nearly gone hogs were turned into 
the comflelflB before the author hafl an OT^oortunlty to 
check the fields thoroughly. 
At the close of the winter, the ratio between the 
sexeB remained about the same as at the beginning of that 
season, namely, three hens to one cook, Henoe It dirt not 
appear that either sex was more resistant than the other 
to severe winter weather. 
The populations of pheasants according to counts 
made at several times during the winter studies in 1935-
36 are summarized In table 4. 
Table 4 
Pheasant Populations of the Area 
Winter of 1936-36 
Item Population 
Pre-ehootlng population 1,000 
Birds entering winter 493 
Known losses 238 
Survivors 246 
Winter of 1936-37 
In the fall of 1936, there were approximately 100 
birds per section (one per 6.4 acres) or a total of 800 
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on the area. The author wafl not In reaiflenoe on the area 
during the winter of 1936-37, but when eprlng studies were 
resumed on March ?.9, a census showed a population of 60 
birds T)er section (one per 10,7 sores) or a total of 4fi0 
birds. There had been no hunting season In the fall of 
1936, so legal hunting had no Influence on this loss. 
Fanners residing on the area reported that most of the losa 
was due to Illegal hunting, and that winter losses from 
weather had been negligible. This vob due to the mild 
winter that year, compared to the previous winter, and 
might also hare been the result of food and oorer Improre-
ments made the spring before. These Improvements will be 
discussed later. 
Winter of 1957-38. 
In the fall of 1937, the population was between 800-960 
birds, which was reduced during the fall and winter to a 
spring population of 480 birds. Poaching and predatlon, 
rather than weather losses, were largely responsible for 
this decline. The fall of 1937 spw a high loss from Illegal 
shooting, while winter losses firom predatlon and other 
causes amounted to only 50 pheasants for the entire area. 
Of these, 12 were found to have been the victim of foxes, 
which had recently moved Into the area, or else visited 
It as transients. Five more were found frozen In the fields, 
but when these were taken home, thawed out, and examined. 
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It was aiBoovered that they were csrrylng abot, Erldently 
these blrfle ha(^ been woundefl by poachers, and In their 
weakened condition, succombed to the elements. What hap­
pened to the remaining 33 pheasants lost during the winter 
was not definitely determined. 
Winter of 1940-41. 
Among the destruotlTe bllszards of history was uhe 
one which struclc the north central stattjs on Armistice Day, 
1940. On the Mississippi River, where the author was work­
ing at the time, 29 persons, duck hunting on the Rlrer In 
the vicinity of Winona, Minnesota, lost their lives. The 
effects of this storm on wildlife, especially upland game, 
drew widespread attention. 
Data on pheasnnt losses on the Winnebago County Area 
were gathered by Scott and Baskett (1941, pp. 23-24) who 
reported! 
Heavy intermittent rain fell on the research 
area In Winnebago County during the afternoon and 
night of November 10, and the rain changed to 
snow at about 9:00 a.m., November 11. The tem­
perature then fell rapidly and the snowfall and 
wind velocity Increased until a peak of fury was 
reached at mldsfternoon .... The first snow 
was loo; e and molet and vrlth the lowered tempera­
tures It froze an effective snowy canopy over the 
denser ground cover. The fine, dry snow accom­
panied by high winds drifted over this canopy and 
resulted in a much more thorough covering of ground 
vegetation than would normelly accompany a heavier 
precipitation. Although there was some movement, 
the pheasants seemed to make little attempt to 
concentrate in the winter coverts of the area. 
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On MoTember IS, all pheasants seen showed 
••Idenoe of their orfleal. Many had enoasemente 
of loe over their eyes, and nearly all were so 
weighted with snow and loe that they flew only 
with difficulty. On November 1?5, several dead 
birds were found, but moat of the live ones flew 
and behaved "normally," 
On the average, lS-16 storm-killed pheasants 
were found to a seotlon (640 acres). Thie loss 
amounted to less than 10 per cent of the popula­
tion, for flushing counts made aftf^r the storm 
Indicated a population of lBO-200 pheasants per 
section. 
Effect of winter losses on the attitude of farmers and sports^ 
men 
During the severe winter of 1935-36, with its accompa­
nying pheasant losses, farmers anil sportsmen alike respont^ed 
In an effort to provide feed for pheasants. The most power­
ful Influence for emergency feeding was radio station V^^^O, 
Dea Moines, v?ho, which oomraentntor H. R, Gross, carried o^t 
dally bulletins on feeding conditions and emergency feeding 
activities, together with appeals for contributions from 
sportsmen and others to finance the emergency feeding pro-
gran, Undoubtedly this program saved many pheasants when 
it was kept up regularly. 
There was some evidence, however, that because of 
blocked roads and difficulty of travel, rauo'i of this feed­
ing was done along highways that were kept open, or in 
areas that were intermittently Inacceaalble, depending on 
weather conditions, ^.There such conditions prevailed, the 
feeding program was In some Instances responsible for 
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greater than normal losses, for it drew the pheasants out 
along the highways, away from protective cover in order 
to utilize the feed thus distributed; or else birds, de­
pending upon such feeding, were left in dire cirourastances 
when weather conditions were so severe that even the most 
hardy sportsman would not venture out to distribute food. 
Obviously it was during the most severe weather that pheas­
ants needed emergency food most, and the absence of It 
caused Some loss. 
Following that winter, however, the problem of inter­
esting the farmers in establishing a stable food supply to 
birds even before severe weather f3et in was simplified, and 
it was possible to Initiate r>erraanent feeding stations more 
readily than might otherwise have been the case. 
food and Cover Relationship in Winter Survival 
Oonoernlng the Importance of food and cover for pheas­
ants, Wight (1933, p. 4) wrote: 
On very cold days, pheasants, like many other 
animals linger near or within the roosting sites, 
and frequently do not leave the roost at all. Con­
sequently, their greatest comfort during a cold 
winter Is derived from a dense roosting site near 
which a good food supply is available. 
Studies conducted on the Winnebago County Research 
Area during the severe winter of 1935-36 disclosed the fact 
that there is a definite relationship between the proximity 
of ft>od and cover and the winter survival of the rlng-neoked 
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pheaspnt (Oreen, 19t38), A summary of winter losses showed 
that survival was highest In flocks that roosted in dense 
cover of willows aitfl groves adjacent to an Available food 
supply th?5t required little ranging to obtain. Survival 
was leas in the flooks that roostefT In dense cover, but 
which required ranging over long distances to obtain food. 
Losses were highest In the flo<Sks tliat roosted In open 
oover and that were forced to range some distance In feed­
ing. 
Green and Beed (1936) found that birds were lost as 
a rule either en route to or away from good protective 
cover. Where food and protective cover were close to­
gether, mortellty was at a mlniraum, "but as the distance 
between food and cover Increased, mortality Increased In 
direct proT^ortlon. 
For this reason, habitat improvement plans for both 
the Winnebago County Area PJid the Cerro Gordo County Area 
were designed to distribute cover at frequent Intervals 
throughout the areas, so thpt eventuplly there would be 
permanent cover avpllable to food supplies under natural 
oondltlons. It was planned to either h?ve food patches 
left In the vicinity of the oover plantings or else to 
have shocked grain (corn, cane, or s mixture) deposited 
within the fenced off oorners, to obviate the necessity 
of emergency feeding even during severe winters. This 
was to serve not only as a permanent source of food and 
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cover distributed throughout the area, but also to elimi­
nate the possibility of maji-made losses such as were evi­
denced during the Indiscriminate emergency roaflside feeding 
which was done In the winter of 1935-36. 
Leopold et al (1938) founfl that with released pheas­
ants In Wisconsin, food and cover had a pronounced effect 
on the movement of birds from the point of release. They 
found that food plus artificial cover would hold birds 
even on the barest uplands, but that birds released on 
unfed uplands dispersed at random. Pheasants released on 
bare terrain In sight of well-fed cover promptly moved to 
It and stayed there. 
The Michigan Department of Conservation (1936) re­
commends that feeding stations should be established wheiv 
ever there is any doubt of there being plenty of available 
food. They also state that very little Is known about the 
distance that pheasants will travel In search of food, 
and that consequently It is better to have too many feeding 
stations than too few, 
Nestler (1940), however, suggests that for ring-necked 
pheasants, one effective feeding station per square mile 
IS sufficient. This same figure was recommended by the 
Iowa Pish and Game Commission (1932), who further stated 
that one large winter covert per township would do a lot 
of good In much of the pheasant range. 
Winter studies of 1935-36 showed that coverts should 
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be more closely spaoed, the Improvement plan called 
for several small plsjited corners per section, to disperse 
the birds over a vd.der area, and make food available in 
oloee piroximity to cover throughout the area* so as to 
keep down winter losses similar to those experienced that 
winter. 
CoTer Improvements 
The 1935-36 winter studies showed that often snail 
islands of cover were as effective as fewer large ones, 
providing food was nearby. It was believed that many small 
coverts, scattered at intervals throughout the area, with 
arrangements for permanent sources of food, would give bene­
ficial resul ts. Also, because of the high value of the 
lands involved, it would hpve been difficult to obtain per­
mission to plant large areas for wildlife. 
For these re^isons, efforts were concentrated on plant­
ing small units of cover In fence corners, preferably in 
the middle of the sections, so that coverts would be lo­
cated near a constant food supply and far enough away from 
township roads to be relatively inaocessible. 
In most Instances, plantings v/ere made at the Interior 
fence corners of the sections, and at least 80 rods from 
roads. The exceptions to this were comers lo, 16 and 21, 
which were placed along the roads. Corner 10 was selected 
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beoauae of the oover already present. It was In msrshy 
ground, with some willows present, eiid was the largest 
single oorner estflbllshed on the entire area. 
It was leax*ned that the farming practice on the area 
InTolved a short rotation, with many farmers using oom-
oats-corn as standard practice, with occasional seeding 
of alfalfa for hay, and sweet clover, red clover, etc., 
for soil building crops, Wost of the land was heavily 
fertilized with barnyard manure, and hence was able to 
stand this short rotation without too great a loss of pro­
ductivity. 
Since the corn-oats-corn rotation was so common, it 
followed that corners planted In the vicinity of comfields 
existing at that time had a good chance of having ooj?n 
present at least every other year. Many of the corners 
were planted along fences dividing two or more farms, so 
It was likely that with the short rotations, at least one 
of the farms would have corn adjoining the oorner. Thus, 
even when land was put into sod crops, the chances of such 
crops on all sides of the oorner at the same time were re­
mote, and it could be expected that some corn land would 
be nearby at all times. 
It was thought advisable to start with small corners 
of fields that could not normally be utilized for farming. 
Uany farmers on the area used tractors and other mechanical 
farming equipment, and thus the space required at the 
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oomers of fields for turning the equipment waa quite 
wlAe. This meant that if plantings were made within the 
turning radius, no valuable land would be token out of 
p3roauotlon. 
Initial improTeraents, whloh were fenced off from the 
remainder of t)ie fields, were designed so th^it the fences 
across the comers would not occupy much more land than 
that which was outside the scope of normal farming prac­
tice, This WPS especially true on permanent boundary 
fences where the fence lines would not change, and there 
was little or no chance of combining fields to eliminate 
the corners. For this reason, the Improvement plantings 
could be fenced to keep out stock and insure cover, both 
fjfom the trees planted and from the weedy cover whloh 
would develop naturally once the oomers were protected 
from grazing or mowing. 
Although in some instances small single corners were 
planted, many of the farmers signed up for management work 
owned farms adjoining one another. Where such conditions 
existed, combination corners were installed, utilizing 
Joint fence corners on division lines. In one instance, 
corners forming mutual divisions of three farms were com­
bined to make a large corner. This meant that not only 
were larger coverts pirovlded, but also, it would not re­
quire land in more than minimal amounts from any one farm. 
In succeeding years of planting, some single comers were 
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later developed into oonblnatlon ooimere, thus enlarging 
the oovertfl available. 
The location of all corners Improved during the period 
of study is shown on Plate 1, page 74. 
Plantings, spring of 1936 
Plantings in the spring of 1936 were made on thirteen 
ooraers. Eighty trees were purchased from the Ferris Nurs­
ery, Hfunpton, Iowa, Inoludlng 5 Colorado blue spruce, 25 
Douglas fir, 26 Norway spruce, and 25 white spruce. The 
number of trees planted per corner varied with the nature 
of the corner, but generally, at least 5 trees per corner 
were used in the initial plantings. After planting was 
done, each corner was fenced with a 3-strand barbed wire 
fence to keep out stock. 
Two members signed up who did not require additional 
cover plantings on their fsinns, bb they had sloughs which 
afforded excellent natural cover. These members, however, 
were furnished with cane seed, and placed food in the 
slough on his farm, planted a single corner In addition. 
Plantings made In the spring of 1936 are summarized in 
Table 5. 
In the Spring of 1936, plantings were made on 10 farms, 
totalling 1,867, as shown on Plate 1. Pictures on the im­
proved corners were made before and after planting for 
most of the corners. 
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Farmer Corner Looatlon Sect. No. Species SurrlTors Remarks 
No. No. Trees Spring, 1937 
Harold Hove 1 NW oomer. NEiSEi 16 5 Colo, blue ST)ruoe 0 Slnpcle 
Harold Hove 2 NW corner. NWiSEi 16 5 Doujsrlae fir 0 Comb. #3 
Harold Hove 3 NE ooimer. NEiSWi 16 5 Norway spruce 0 Comb. #2 
Chris Olson 4 NW corner. NEiSEj 22 5 Doufflas fir 0 SlnRle 
Russell Selme 5 SW corner. NWjNEi 27 8 White spruce 0 Single 
Chris iValle 6 NE corner. NEiSWi 14 8 DouKlas fir 0 Single 
Nesje Bros, 7 South line , NEiNW:^ 25 7 DOUKIRS fir 0 Sinscle 
Elmer Selm 8 NE corner. SEimi 23 6 Norway spruce 0 Comb. #9 
Ghrlstenson Biros. 9 NW corner. SW^NEi ?,3 6 Norway spruce 0 Comb. ^8 
David Olson 10 NE corner. NEimk 1? 6 White spruce 0 
Big comer 
near slouffh 
David Olson 11 SW corner. NEiNEl 12 8 Norway spruce 0 Single 
0. B. Chrlstenson IP. NE corner. NWiSV/i 24 6 White SDruce 0 Single 
Palmer Hove 13 SW corner. NW^NEi 19 5 White Spruce 0 Single 
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The plantings, aoreage of farraa involved, and listing 
of flgureiB ehowing the comers after planting is shown in 
Table 6. 
In addition, arrpngeraents for winter feeding were made 
for the 3P0 acres owned by 0. L. Pierce, bringing the total 
land under management in 1936 to 2,107 acres. 
The Pieroe farm had good natural cover, so no further 
planting was requiret^. One of the quarters owned by him is 
open, and has numerous sloughs and potholes, including one 
of 25-30 acres. Present also is a dense willow-wild plum 
thicket, about 1/8 acre in size. It was thought that if 
food were placed in this natural cover, goodly numbers of 
birds could be accommodated throughout the winter months. 
Arrangements were '"Iso made to place food in the 16 
acre slough on the Chris Walle farm, section 15, and in the 
slough owned by Palmer Hove, in section SO, Range PA, 
Corner 10, on the David Olson farm, section 12, was 
the largest corner on the area. On the northeast corner 
of this farm, poorly drained marshy lend occurs, with wil­
lows growing on part of the low land. The white spruce 
planted in the willows would have provided good additional 
cover if they ha<3 survived. 
Combination corners were established in sections 16 and 
23, All other corners were single comers that year, al­
though some combination comers were planted in later plant­
ings, On section 16, corners 2 and 3, on the Harold Hove 
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Table 6 
Frarma, Aoreages, Corner Noe., snd Liet of Figure® 
1936 Plantings 
Fanaer Acreage Corner Shown in Figures 
No. 
1 14 
Harold Hove 320 2 15 
3 15 
Chris Olson 80 4 16 
Ruseell Selme 80 6 17 
Chris Walle 240 6 
Nesje Bros. 280 7 18 
Elmer Selm 200 8 19 
Chrlstenson Bros, 160 9 19 
David Olson 107 10 
11 20 
0, B. Chrlstenson 80 12 21 




FIT® Colorado blue spruce. 
Fig. 15. 
Coimers 2 and S. 




Five douglas fir. 
Fig. 17. 
Corner 5. 




Eight white spruoe. 
Fig. 19. 
Corners 8 and 9. 
Twelve Norway Spmice. 
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Fig. 20.  
Corner 11. 
Eight Norway sxjmioe. 
Pig. 21, 
Corner 12, 




FlTe white apruee. 
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farm, wore oorablned into a double comer. On section P.3, 
the corner planted on the Elmer Seira farm was combined with 
the corner on the Christenson Bros, farm (corners 8 end 9) 
into a double corner, w!ille corner 7, on the Neeje Bros, 
farm, was planted on the mld-eectlon fence, about 15 rods 
west of combination corners 8 and 9, Thus, two fairly lerge 
corners were established In the middle of these two sections. 
The summer of 1936 was very hot snd dry, and conse­
quently, even though most of the trees established them-
selTes In early spring pnd showed good progress, they suc­
cumbed to the severe summer weather nnd none of the plantings 
survived. Accordingly, plans were made to replant the cor­
ners In the spring of 1937. 
Plantings, spring of 1957 
Observations made on both the Winnebago and Cerro Oordo 
County areas indlcsted that douglas fir survived the best 
of any species planted In 1936. As a result, when planting 
In the Spring of 1937, the majority of the trees used were 
of this species. Colorado blue spruce did well In the only 
corner where It hpd been planted, but because of the greater 
cost, none were purchased in 1937. 
The 1937 plantings totalled 150 trees. Including 62 
douglas fir, 26 Norway spruce, 41 white spxnace, and 21 old 
fashioned lilac. 
Six new corners were established, with two new members 
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toeing signed up end some of the old members adding new cor­
ners on their farms. Old members who added oorners In the 
spring of 1937 were Chris Walle, Chrle Olson, snd C. 0. 
Chrlstenson, One old corner on the Olson farm was 
abpndoned, but the remaining corner on thet f ?rm irns en­
larged, resulting In a net gain to the f?j?ea. 
New members who signed ut> »?ere Lewis Rygh and Ed Walle, 
Mr, Rygh, who owns the quarter north of the east quarter of 
Harold Hove, signed up late In the soring, after the Harold 
Hove Dlsntlngs hod already been made, n^on his oto request, 
he waa signed up, and furnished in white snmioe to olant In 
two corners combined Into P double corner on the same mid­
section fence line as the Harold ^ove corners, thus creating 
considerable cover in the middle of section 16. Five trees 
were planted In each side of this double corner. 
Ed Walle, the other new member who signed up In the 
spring of 1937, planted a single corner of 9 douglas fir on 
the southenBt corner of his farm, section 14. 
The attitude of the farmers towards gpjne management In 
the Spring of 1937 was very good, des-nlte the lack of an 
open pheasp.nt seoson in the fall of 1936. Even though they 
had reall7.ed no return for their efforts, they were enthu­
siastic about the program md many of them vnlunteeired to 
give additional Ipnd for the improved corners. All of the 
old members signed up for another yepr. Many statec^ that 
the fenced off comers did not Interfere with farming, since 
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the fences were well within the turning radius of farming 
equipment, and that In fact, the corners could be enlarged 
further without Interfering with farming prnctioes, or tak­
ing land out of production, 
Chris Wplle not only replanted the old comer on his 
east 'SO*, but also added a new corner, Chris Olson also 
added a new corner, C. 0. Chrlstenson, who, In partnership 
with his brother, replanted corner 9, added a new corner on 
his own faz^, 
David Olaon decided to abandon corner 11, and to en­
large corner 10, Corner 10, located on the Minnesota state 
line road, was already the largest on the area, embracing 
about 1/4 acre. In 1937, 4 douglas fir and 10 white spruce 
were planted among the willows occurring naturally In this 
corner, and the fence was moved to Include a much larger 
portion of the swampy land In this comer of the fprm. When 
the dead trees from the 1936 plantings were removed, they 
were made Into a brush pile within the fenced area, thus 
providing even more cover. 
All other farmers who planted trees In 19.36 replanted 
the corners in the spring of 1937, Trees planted In 1937 
are summarized In T»ble 7, 
Of the 150 trees planted In the spring of 1937, a total 
of 80 survived, and were present on the area In the spring 
of 1938, when the corners were replanted again. 
Plantings in the spring of 1937 were made on 13 farms, 
1liU« 7 
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totalling 2,S67 acres, Eighteen oorners were pljajited that 
year, with six new ones being Installefl, and one ol<^ one aban­
doned, The looatlon of theee oorners Is shown on Plate 1, 
page 74. 
Pictures were made again In the spring of 1937, showing 
the improved corners nfter planting. The plantings, acreages 
of farms, and the list of figures showing these corners is 
shown In Table 8, 
Winter feeding arrangements on the C. L. Pleroe farm, 
and on the sloughs on the Chris "/alle and Palmer Hove farms 
were continued again In 1937. Thus, management was carried 
out on 2,587 acres in the spring of 1937. 
Plantings, spring of 1938 
The 1936 plantings were designed to replace the losses 
from the 1937 plantings, and to supplement the cover present 
in the corners. 
Of the 129 coniferous trees planted in the spring of 
1937, only 59 survived; of which 40 were douglas fir, 10 were 
white Spruce, and 9 were Norway spruce. All of the lilacs 
survived the first year. Because of the relatively low sur­
vival of evergreens, it was decided to use some deciduous 
trees In the spring of 193R, Trees selected Included 139 
Russian mulberry and 38 hazelnut; a total of 177 trees. 
Planting stock for the 1938 season was obtained at no 
charge from the Soil Conservation Service Nursery at Ames, 
> 8S > 
Table 8 
Fame, Aoreagee, Corner No., snd Llat of Figures 
1937 Plantings 
Farmer Acreage Corner Shown In Figures 
No. 
1 23 
HarolA Tfove 320 2 24 
3 24 
Chris Olson 80 4 25 
Russell Selme 80 6 26 
Chris Walle 240 6 27 
Mesje Bros, 120 7 28 
Elmer Selm 360 8 29 
ChrlBtenson Bjros, 160 9 29 
David Olson 107 10 30 
0, B, ChrlBtenson 80 12 31 
Palmer Hove 320 13 32 
Lewis Rygh 160 14 33 
18 33 
Chris Walle 16 34 
Chris Olson 17 36 
C. 0. Chrlstenson 120 19 36 




Ten douglas fir. 
Fig, PA. 
Corners 2 and 3. 
Sixteen douglaB fir. 
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Fig. 25.  
Cornor 4. 
Five flouglae fir. 
Fig. ^6. 
Corner 5. 




Three white Bpruoe, 5 Norway Spruce 
Flrr. 
Cc.rrer 7, 
H* nf* v'hlte ariruce. 
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Fig. P.9. 
Corners 8 nnfl 9, 








Six Norway BDruoe, 
Fig. 3-^. 
Corner 13. 
Nine white spinioe. 
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Fig. 33. 
Comers 14 md 15, 
Ten white spmice. 
Fig, 34. 
Corner 16, 
Nine (Douglas fir, seven Ulao, 
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Pit-:, •'if). 
Corner 1'^ . 
Fourteen lilac. 
t'i ". ••'>. 
Corner 1''^ ;, 




Nine douglae fir 
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Iowa. The etook waa •mall, but apparently quite hardy, as 
shoim by the survival of most of the plantings In late spring. 
In corners where the sod was removed before planting, 
the stock took hold much more rapidly, although equal suiv 
vlval was noted in corners left In sort. These species ap­
peared to be well suited for use on areas where It might be 
Impractical to devote too inuch time to the plantings. 
The Improvements in 1938 were augmented by the addition 
of two new corners In the middle of section 14, Here, land 
owned by Ed Walle, Chris Walle, and Elmer Selm was combined 
Into a triple corner in the middle of the section, to afford 
a large corner with considerable cover. The combined corner 
was almost 1/4 acre In size. In It, 37 trees were planted. 
Including 12 hazelnut and 25 mulberry. A dense tM(fleet of 
wild plum on the Chris Walle side, together with a IsTgo 
spreading cottonwood, resulted In excellent cover In the 
oorablned corner. 
Plantings made In 1938 are summarized In Table 9. 
Plantings in the spring of 1938 were made on the same 
farms as In 1937, although two ne^ corners were added. The 
location of these corners Is shown on Plate 1. 
Winter feeding arrangements were made for the sloughs 
on the CVirls Walle farm, the Palmer Hove farm, and the C, L. 
Pierce farm. Total acreage under management was 2,587 acres, 
the same as In 1937. 
Of the 177 trees planted in the improved corners In the 
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Table 9 









1 1 Mulberry 
1 Doug, fir 
1 Mulberry 
2 ip. i!ulberry 
3 l)oug, fir 
8 Mulberry 
3 13 Mulberry 
4 lioug. fir 
6 Mulberry 
4 0 •w w w 1 DOUK. fir 
6 10 ihilberry 













1 Wh, spruoe 
8 Mulberry 
2 Hazelnut 
8 10 Mulberry 
























13 15 Mulberry mm mm ^ ,m 
14 6 Mulberry 0 
15 5 Hazelnut 0 
16 0 
1 Doug, fir 
5 Lllao 










New this spring 















Hew this spring 
Comb; 6 A 18 
21 0 « « ^  « 4 Douff. fir 
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spring of 1938, a total of 121 Burvlved aa of late Hay, 1938, 
These, together with the aurrivors from the 1937 plantings, 
left a total of 155 trees still growing on the area, includ­
ing 88 mulberry, 33 hazelnut, 19 lilac, 14 douglaa fir, and 
1 white spruce. 
Condition of impTOved oomere. fall of 1939 
In the fall of 1939 the improved oomera were oheoked 
and found to be in T)00r condition. No attention hafl been 
given these cornera from the time the author left the area 
in July, 1938 until they were cVieckefl in the fall of 1939, 
Moat of the trees were dead, the fencea were flown or in bad 
repair, and some of the corners had been plowed up. The f.<Ll 
checlc showed only 20 trees surviving, including 13 lilac, 6 
dou^as fir, and 1 white spruce. 
The researoh Graduate Assistant who followed the author 
in residence on the area was concerned primarily with the 
nesting phase of the ring-necked pheasant, and not with the 
management phase. As a result, many of the farmers on the 
area lost intereat in the cover improvements, and in the 
management program in general. This accounts In part for 
the poor condition of the plantings in 1939, 
Results of the fall, 1939 oheok, on the improved cor­
ners is shown in Table 10, 
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Table 10 
Condition of Improved Comers 
Fflll, 1939 
Comer Remarks 
1 All cleaned up and put back Into pasture 
2 Fence down; one douglas fir still living 
3 Fence down; all trees dead 
4 Fence taken up; all trees dead 
6 Still fenced; 3 douglas fir still living 
6 Fence gone; all trees dead; some rose present 
7 Fence gone; 1 white spruce growing; corner grown to 
weeds 
5 Fence still up; loose; all trees dead; corner grown 
to weeds 
9 Fence gone; all trees dead; corner grown to weeds 
10 Still fenced; all trees dead and partly burned 
11 Abandoned In 1937 
12 Still fenced; all trees deed; corner grown to weeds 
13 All trees dead; corner cleaned up 
14 Corner plowed up; oomnletely abandoned 
15 Corner plowed up; comnletely abandoned 
16 5 lilac, 1 doug. fir living; some shrubs present; 
good corner 
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Table 10 (Continued) 
Corner Remarks 
17 8 lilacs living 
18 Corner put Into lane between farms 
19 Fence gone; all trees dead 
20 Corner put into lane between farms 
21 Pence gone; 1 douglas fir living; oorner grown to 
weeds 
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Condition of oornerg. June. 1948 
When the area was oheoked on June 13, 1948, It was found 
that all the oorners were abandoned, and all except one white 
epioice was dead. The sole survivor was found In Corner 7, 
on the Nesje Farm, section 23» Farmers took down the fences 
when the trees died, and most of the oorners were put back 
Into cultivation, so far as turning radius would permit. It 
was found, however, that good weedy cover had grown up In 
most of the oorners, even though the trees were dead and 
fences down. 
Summary of plantings, 1936-1938 
In the three springs In which planting was done (1936, 
1937 and 1938), a total of 407 trees were planted on the area, 
as shown In Table 11, 
The summer of 1936 was very dry and hot, and all trees 
planted thr.t spring died. Hot weather prevailed after the 
1937 plantings also, but despite this the survival rate was 
53.33 per cent. By late spring, 1938, 121 of the plantings 
earlier that spring were still living, for a survival rate 
of 68.36 per cent. For all trees, 38.08 per cent were still 
living In late May, 1938, By the fall of 1939, only 21 trees 
survived; a survival rate of 5.16 per cent. Complete lack 
of attention during the period 1939-1948, led to sod-bound 
trees, broken fences, and damage from livestock, and caused 
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Table 11 
Summary of Soeolefl Planted! 
1936-1938 
Year; Colo. Blue; Dougl ss • Norway; Whl t e; Lllac; Ha zelnut ;Mulbewy 
; spruce : fir ;spruce; swr.; ; ; 
• • • • • * • 
1936 5 25 PS 9.5 
1937 - 62 26 41 ?»1 — 
1938 - — — ~ — 38 139 
TOTALS 5 87 51 66 SI 38 139 
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the death of all but one tree. The aurvlTal rate of lall trees 
planted was 0.24 per oent. 
It is quite possible that selection of different speoles 
for ooYRr planting might hpve led to better survival. Trees 
such as wild nlum, which survived well on the Cerro Gtordo 
County Area, is recommended as a more desirable speoles; while 
bo* elder shows remarkable llvablllty on the Wlnnebngo Area 
where It occurs from neturnl seeding, 'ffhere the latter stjecles 
oocurred naturally along fence rows, etc., rer)eated efforts by 
farmers failed to kill It out, as it kept coming back from 
suckers. Wild rose, raspberry, and elderberry are other speoles 
which occur naturally along fence rows where they persist de­
spite efforts to control their growth. 
Thus, In event future plantings ere considered, either 
on the old experimental areas, or elsewhere on the pheasant 
range. It is suggested that hardier deciduous trees be used 
Instead of evergreens. Coniferous speoles might survive bet-.-
ter If f'le sod had been kept scalped, the trees watered for 
the first year or so, etc., but they do not appear to do well 
when left alone. As it was the tiurpose of both areas to 
learn If the management Idea could be carried out without 
supervision, the nlantlngs were left un?:?ttended to the same 
extent that would have been the case had the author not been 
on the area. This lack of care might account for some of 
the mortality. 
Plantings and survivors for the period 1936-1948 are 
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summarized In Table 12, 
Arrangements for Winter Peeding 
Nestler (1940) suggests that thousands of farms through­
out the country are without sufficient food and cover to hold 
and support good populations of upland game birds during the 
winter, and that even where there Is an abundance of natural 
foodstuffs, the supply may be rendered Inaccessible during 
hard winters because of snow. He writes that In such In­
stances (p. 7,) ,  
. . . the wildlife must either leave such 
localities . , , or else foce starvation . . , , 
If farmers do not wish the denletlon of game on 
their f8i*ms, they must T)rovlde food , , , during 
the period of shortage. 
This oan be accomplished by either planting food patches 
or establishing feeding stations. On the Winnebago County 
Area, feer^lng arrangements called for placing shocked grain 
within the fenced off Improved corners or in sloughs or other 
cover. 
Nestler (1940) found that usefulness of wheat, oats, 
barley, or buckwheat for this purpose was low, because of 
the weak stalks In these grains; thus limiting usefulness 
to fall or early winter months. He further found that oorn 
is by far the best patch food, 
When management plans were worked out for the Winnebago 














1 ^ Colo. hi. ainr. 0 10 couA. fir 7 DOU&. fir 
2 S Dou&. fir 0 8 i)ou£« fir 6 Dou£. fir 
5 ^ Bor. aor. 0 8 SOUK, fir k Dou«. fir 
k S Dou.. £lr 0 5 Dovuu fir S DOU&. fir 
•5 8 White aoTm 0 8 Dovuu fir 6 Douc. fir 
6 8 DOUA. fir 0 
3 White q>r. 
5 Xbrway arr. 0 
7 7 Oou£. fir 0 9 White apr. 7 White apr* 
a 6 liorvay air. 0 
7 Doug, fir 
5 Nor. aor. 
3 Doug* fir 
1 Nor. aor* 
9 6 Norway as*. 0 •i Mor. air. 0 
10 6 White anr. 0 
k DOU£. fir 
10 White aor* 0 
11 8 Nenracr aor. 0 Ahexidoaad 0 
6 White air* 0 6 Nor. 8or, ^ Nor. aor. 
13 White air. 0 9 White asr. 3 White aor. 
lii •i White s»r. 0 
1^ m 5 White acr. 0 
16 m 
3 Doug, fir 
7 Lilao 
3 Doug* ilr 
7 Lilac 
17 14 Lllao lii Lilac 
19 m 3 nomiay »pr. 3 Norvay apr* 
to m m m m m m 
21 m 9 Sous. £tr 4 Ootuu fir 
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fir 1 Hulbamr 
1 Doug, fir 
1 Mulbarry 0 0 16 
Xlr 12 Mulbarry 
6 Doug* fir 
6 Mulbarry 
1 Doug, fir 
0 Mulberry 0 2«; 
f ir  13 Mulbarry 
k Doug, fir 
4 Mulbarxy 0 0 26 
fir  0 1 Douf. fir 0 0 10 
fir  10 kulb«rnr 
4 Doug, fir 
8 Mulbarry 
3 Doug, fir 




2 Basalnut 0 0 
•pr* 8 Mulbarx? 
2 Haaaluut 
1 White apr.  
8 Mulbarry 
2 Baaalout 
1 White Bpr* 1 White spr. 26 
fir  
SDr. 10 Uulbamr 
1 Nor. aixr. 




<1 RSselnut 0 0 
4 Mulbarry 
6 HiMlnut 6 Hasalnut 0 0 qo 





3 QBsalnut 0 0 
•Dr. Mulbarry 0 0 0 99 
5 Mulbarry 0 0 0 10 
^ Hazalaut 0 0 0 10 
l lr  
0 
1 Dou£. f ir  
^ Lilac 
1 Doug* fir 










•5 Hazalnut 0 10 
r sir. 7 IJulberry 
3 HBSeluut 
1 Norway spr. 
i; Mulberry 
3 Heselnut 





10 Mulbarry 0 0 17 
fix 0 4 Dou£!, fir 1 Doug, fir 0 9 , 
m m ?9 I W . 
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for management work would be furnished four pounds of Black 
Amber Cane seed. They could use this seed anyway they wished, 
and in return were to plaoe some shocks of grfiln within the 
fenced off corners. Most of the farmers seeded the cane seed 
with their ensilage corn, and In most Instances placed shocks 
of corn In the coverts. Some farmers placed mixed corn and 
oane In the corners. 
Feeding arrangements. 1956 
In the spring of 1936, the farmers on the management 
area were furnished four pounds of oane seed to be used as 
they Saw fit, Vost of this was seeded with ensilage corn, 
in return for which they agreed to place shocks in the cor­
ners as well as to those who agrees to T>lace shocks In natu­
ral cover such as sloughs. Black Amber Cane seed was dis­
tributed as shown In Table 13. 
In the fall of 1936 farmers placed shocks of corn In 
the Improved corners and in the sloughs listed above, Many 
of the shocks were mixed corn and cane, although some were 
com only. Because of the noor growth of corn and the re­
latively r?nk growth of oane In the summer of 1936, most of 
the faJnners used the crane supplied them for ensilage, in 
return for which they gladly placed large shocks of corn In 
the coverts. It was noted that In every Instance where there 
was both corn and cane In the shocks, the cane was all taken 
by birds during the winter, whereas there was some corn left. 
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Table 13 
Distribution of Black Amber Cane Seed 
1936 
Panner No. pounds Reason 
of seed Corners, sloughs, or natural cover 
Harold Hove 12 Corners 1, 2 and 3 
Chrle Olson 4 Corner 4 
Russell Selme 4 Corner 5 
Chris Walle 8 Corner 6; also 16 acre slough 
Nesje Bros. 4 Corner 7 
Elmer Selm 4 Corner 8 
Chrlstenson Biros, 4 Corner 9 
David Olson e Corner 10 and 11 
0. B. Chrlstenson 4 Corner 12 
Palmer Hove 8 Corner 13; and slough 
C, L. Pierce 4 Slough, section 13 
TOTALS 64 13 corners; three sloughs 
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whether or not this indicated a preference for Cflne it is 
difficult to conclude. Nevertheless, wherever it was avail­
able the cone wss all consumed by pheasants during the winter. 
The food supply in the corners not only furnished pheas­
ants ?dth Buctensnoe but aH.so supplied food for rebblts. 
Every shook showed rebbit sign. Rabbits often burrowed into 
the shocks. No doubt this burrowing made more food avail­
able to pheasants than would otherwise have been the case, 
for the pheasants would have been unable to rench the food 
in the center of the shocks had it not been for the burrows. 
Feeding arrangement, spring of 1937 
In 1937, farmers were again furnished with Black Amber 
Cane seed In amounts determined by the size and number of 
the improved corners, A totfl of 59 pounds of seed WPS dis­
tributed, as shown In Table 14, It will be noted from the 
Table that Nesje Bros, David Olson, Palmer Hove, and C, 0, 
Christenson were not furnished with cane seed in the spring 
of 1937, These farmers did not want the seed, but they agreed 
to place shocks of corn In the coverts anyway. 
Feeding arrangements, spring of 1938 
In the spring of 1938 most of the farmers on the area 
advised that they did not desire cane seed. The reason was 
that some adjustment had to be made In their grain drills 
or cornplanters in order to accommodate the difference in 
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Table 14 
Distribution of Black Amber Cane Seed 
1937 
Parmer No, nounde Reason 
of seed Corners, sloughs, or other cover 
Harold Hove 15 Corners 1, 2 ^ md 3 
Chrla Olson 4 Comers 4 and 17 
Russell Selme 4 Corner 6 
Chris Welle 8 Corner 6 and 16; and slough 
Nesje Bros, 0 Corner 7 
Elmer Seim 4 Comer 8 
Chrlstenson Bros, 4 Corner 9 
Davld Olson 0 Comer 10 
0. B. Chrlstenson 4 Corner 12 
Palmer Hove 0 Corner 13; and slough 
Lewis Rygh* 8 Corners 14 and 15 
Ed Walle* 4 Corner gl 
C, 0, Chrlstenson 0 Corner 19 
C. L. Pierce 5 Slough, section 13 
TOTALS 59 18 corners; three sloughs 
• Hew member in 1937 
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seed si see, and they thought the trouble was not Justified 
In view of the small amount of seed furnished. 
However, all farmers agreed to place corn shocks In the 
ooverts, even though they did not receive anyghlng In return. 
It was therefor felt that food and cover In the Improved 
comers and sloughs would be maintained In a satisfactory 
manner. 
Cllmatologloal Studies 
Throughout the winter of 1938, cllmatologloal data were 
collected by means of a recording hygrothermograph, supple­
mented by an anemometer. It was hoped that n relationship 
between the various ollraatologlcal factors and the activities 
of upland game birds on the area could be worked out. The 
recording Instrument was ret up as soon as the author arrived 
on the area, January 11, 1938, for winter residency, and was 
operated continuously all winter. Although the author was 
away from the area for a while In February attending the 
National Wildlife Conference In Baltimore, the machine was 
cared for during the author's absence by one of the farmers 
on the area, so the record was not Interrupted. Wind velocity 
readings were not taken during the author's absence, so this 
data was Interrupted. 
There seemed to be a direct relationship between rela­
tive iiumldlty and the activity of birds, although this single 
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footer flld not exert rauoh Influence on pheasants in the ab­
sence of oorresT)on(31ng temperature changes. The one single 
factor which appeared to be the most lmr>ortf»nt in regulating 
activities of birds wn.s wind velocity. 
On days when the relative humidity was high, there 
eeemed to be a tendency for pheasants to remain more or less 
in the vicinity of cover, whether the temper*>ture was high 
or low. If the wind was blowing. However, In periods when 
the humidity remained high for a period of several days the 
birds became acclimated and the effect on their activities 
was negligible. Sudden changes either way from a humidity 
that remained fairly oonstpnt for any period of time did 
have some effect. Several mornings In the winter of 1938, 
the humidity apnroached 100 per cent, and on such days pheas­
ants stayed In cover, seeming loathe to leave to range In 
the fields. This was Independent of other conditions, and 
high temperptures seemed to make little difference. But 
with a combination of both high humidity and low tempera­
tures (and such conditions did exist at times, although It 
usually resulted in a freezing mist), no game birds ventured 
forth. Here, ton. It was observed that this effect only ap­
plied during sudden changes, since when these conditions 
prevailed for a few d*,ys at a time, the birds eventually 
•enturefl forth In search of food regardless of the weather. 
Temperfltures alone did not seem to exert any great In­
fluence, although It was observed that when the temperatures 
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fell mxioh below zero, humidity and wind velocity remaining 
unchanged, there was a restriction In the ranging of upland 
game species. 
The wind Telocity, howerer, appeared to have a great 
effect on the ranging of pheasants and hungarlan partridges 
alike, regsrdleBS of whether or not the humidity and tem­
perature varied to any extent. Over a period of time, on 
days when the temperature and humidity remained unchanged, 
a change In wind velocity had a marked effect on bird ac­
tivities. When the wind velocity reached or exceeded 10 
miles per hour, the birds did not leave cover, although up 
to this point wind itself seemed to make little difference. 
In cases where the wind came up after the birds had left 
shelter to range in the fields, they ceased to move soon 
after the wind arose and roosted in the fields where they 
were, usually on the leeward side of whatever cover they 
could find. 
Wind velocity at which activity ceased seemed to be 
unusually low. Perhaps the reason why It made so much dif­
ference during the winter of 1938 was because as a rule the 
wind was less than 10 miles per hour, at least some time 
during the day. Although the author has no records to sub­
stantiate the assumption, it is believed that on many oc­
casions during the severe winter of 1935-36, there were long 
periods of time when the wind did not drop to 10 miles per 
hour. Yet there seemed to be some ranging of birds even 
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when the wlnfl was greater than this veloolty. Perhaps the 
reason was that during that winter, Drevalllng wind Telool-
tles were regularly much higher than In the winter of 1938, 
Possibly It IB not the actual velocity which Influences pheas­
ant activity as much as It Is a deviation from noxnnal condi­
tions. Thus during a period when wind was relatively strong 
for a prolonged period of time, the veloolty at which bird 
activity ceases might be much higher than It was In 1938. 
Because of the limited data on this subject, no defi­
nite statements can be made and no conclusions drawn. From 
the data that was gathered, however. It apt»ear that there is 
a relationship which might be worked out over a long period 
of time if such data were collected regularly and correlated 
with pheasant activities, 
Ifl.story of Pheasant Populations 
There was a good pheasant population throughout much 
of the northern Iowa pheasant range In the fall of 19.35. 
Their numbers were seriously reduced during the severe win­
ter of 1935-36, and remained low for the next few years over 
much of the range. In Winnebago County, by the fall of 1937 
the pheasant population nearly equalled the 1935 numbers. 
No open season was held in Iowa in 1936 and 1937, but by the 
fall of 1938, s^iooting was again permitted in the state. 
From that time on, pheaSfljnt populations remained high, and 
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the 1942 numbers were the highest on record for lowg. The 
fall season In 194P failed to reduce the r.orulatlon appre­
ciably, and consequently a special spring sepson was held 
In Mflrch, 194.3, to reduce nunbers further and prevent damage 
to agricultural crops. From then until the present time 
pheasant numbers hsve remained fnlrly stable. 
Detailed Information on population trends were gathered 
from the Winnebago County Area from October, 1935, until July, 
1938. 
Fall. 1955 
Prior to the pheasant season of 1935, an estimated 
1,000 pheasants or 125 per section, were found on the Kxperl-
mental Are?, During the season that fall, 501 birds were 
known to have been killed by hunters. An additional 6 birds 
were unaccounted for, leaving a population of 493 pheesants 
to enter the winter. This was a density of 6S,6 pheasants 
per section. 
Winter losses that year were high, with 48,2 per cent 
of the pre-wlnter population succumbing to various causes, 
leaving only 246 pheasants, or 30.2 per section, remaining 
on the pre© st the close of the winter. 
Spring, 1936 
Although 246 pheasants survived the winter on the area, 
a census taken In late March showed only 150 birds resident 
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on the area. The loss of the other 96 is explained by the 
fact that a spring 'shuffle* ooourred in the populations, 
and all but 150 birds moved off the area proper before nest­
ing started. Three males and one female were known to have 
been killed by oars, and one male was shot illegally, leav­
ing a pre-nestlng density of 145 pheasants in the potential 
breeding population. 
The sex ration at that time was 3:1 (three females to 
one male); there being about 35 cocks and 110 hens, or 19 
hens and 6 cooks per section. Because of the polygamous 
nature of this species, a 3:1 sex ratio apr>ear8 desirable. 
It wae estimated that there were at least 100 nesting hens 
on the area, or about 16 per section. 
Fall. 1936 
In the fall of 1936 there were lOn pheasants per sec­
tion on the area; an increase over the spring numbers of 75 
birds per section. Thus, the population wos quadrupled in 
a. single breeding season. The total fall population was 800 
birds, compared to 1,000 the fall before. Despite severe 
winter losses the winter before, oheaspnts rebounded to nearly 
normal in one season, as a result of favorpble nesting condi­
tions in the Spring of 1936. 
Spring. 1937 
Pre-neeting populations were 60 birds per section, or 
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480 pheasants on the experimental area. Thus, 40 birds per 
section, or 320 pheasants, were lost during the winter. The 
author was not In residence on the area during the winter of 
so the cause of this loss could not be accurately 
determined. It was learned, however, that considerable loss 
was due to poaching. 
The sex ratio In pre-nestlng birds was 2:1, compared 
to 3:1 In the spring of 1936, 
The 1937 nesting season was generally considered un­
favorable, Unfavorable weather conditions In the early spring 
delayed nesting, and by the time broods were ready to come off, 
many nests were destroyed by farm machinery, elth*»r In the 
hayflelds or In the grain fields. The stjrlng was late; It 
was wet and cold, thus delaying not only nesting but also 
fainn work. Rains during early soring flooded out much poten­
tial nesting habitat, forcing birds to nest on higher ground, 
which was for the most part farmed. It was In such places 
that nest destruction occurred. Many farmers made their first 
cutting of alfplfa before the broods came off. In many In­
stances, had mowing been delayed another week Incubation 
would have been oomt)leted and the broods successfully brought 
off. In 1936, rains in early June delayed haying activities, 
and as a result, most of the nesting was comioleted before 
cutting started. 
Broods observed In the spring of 1937 were fairly large, 
averaging 8.8 young per brood. About 40 per cent of the broods 
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had 10 or more young. If the nesting season had not been suoh 
thet heaTy nest destruction resulted, a high population could 
have been built up by fall. 
Fall. 1937 
The fall population in 1937 was only slightly higher 
than In 1936, despite the fact that the pre-nestlng popula­
tion had been much higher. Fall numbers were between 10r)-12S 
pheasants per section, oornpsre<^. to 100 birds per section the 
fall before. This was total population for the area of be­
tween 800 find 1?00 pheasants. 
Spring. 1958 
At the beginning of the winter of 1938, there were 560 
pheasants on the area; about 70 per section. This Indicated 
a loss of 30 birds per section during the fall months. Losses 
were ascribed to poaching and predatlon, together with some 
movement away from the area proper. 
Winter losses were 50 birds, of which 33 were lost from 
poaching and 12 fell victim to foxes. 
The pre-nestlng population was thus about 64 birds per 
section. The spring sex ratio was almost 1:1, With this 
species, a more desirable ratio Is 3:1. In the spring of 
1936 this ratio prevailed, anfl with a favorable nesting sea­
son, the population quadrupled. In 1937 the ratio was 2:1, 
and the population only doubled, although that spring nesting 
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was unfevorable. The absenofe of ft hunting seseon In the fall 
of 1926 anfl 1937 meant that malea which would normnlly have 
been taken were left to compete with hens for food and! cover, 
eventually reaching the 1:1 ratio by the spring of 1938. 
In a polygnmouB species such as the pheasnnt, a 1:1 
ratio may not be as desirable as an unbalanced rrtlo with a 
predonderanoe of hens. As majiy cocks have ^arems of 4 or 5 
hens, the 1:1 ratio means that many surplus males are carried 
over. This excess of males raises thought about poaching. 
Many farmers who would hesitate to shoot a hen will readily 
Illegally shoot a male. Once poaching starts on an area, it 
is evident that some hens will be taken. This is another 
reason why a 1:1 ratio on a pheasant range is not to be de­
sired. 
There were 2S6 hens on the area in the spring of 1938, 
This was hens per section, compared to only 19 hens per 
section in 1936, and 40 hens per section In 1937, Total 
populations were 145 In 1936; 480 in 1937; and 595 in 1938, 
July. 1938 
When the writer left the area in July, 1938, it was 
eatlmeted that there were 115 birds per section. However, 
vegetation at that time was so dense that It was not believed 
all the birds were censused, and thnt the population might 
have been higher than that. 
The nesting season in 1938 was quite favorable, although 
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quite late In atartlng because of the cold, wet spring weather. 
Pew nests were flooded out. The rainy season started early 
In the spring, flooding out and ellmlnptlng nesting from 
lower land, and forolng pheasnnts to nest on higher ground, 
slrallflr to the situation In 19.37, Wflny more 1938 nests were 
Buooessful, however, for early June rolns delayed haying until 
after the broods had been brought off; thus reducing nesting 
losses to a minimum. 
Nests averaged 11,6 eggs per nest, a high figure which 
includes the low counts of earliest nests. Broods eversged 
13.3 young. 
In attempting to explain why the populations had not 
built up more than they did in 1938, it was neoessftry to re­
view conditions prevailing over the previous three years. In 
1938, although pre-nesting numbers were higher than in 1937 
the July numbers were only slightly higher. Yet the 1937 
nesting season was unfavorable while the 1938 nesting season 
was favorable. 
In 1937, however, the sex ratio WPS P:1, while in 1938 
it was 1:1, Thus, although the actual number of pheasants 
in the pre-nesting population was higher in 1938 than in 1937, 
the number of hens was lower (40 per section in 1937 oompared 
to 3g per section in 1938). Hence, even with a more favorable 
nesting season, there was little actual difference in the 
summer population. 
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Summary of populations. 1935-1939 
Pheasant populations during the period of study are 
summarized In Table 15. 
Table 16 
Summary of Pheasant Populations 
1936-1939 
Tear Pall Winter Spring 
1935 1,000 
1936 800 493 160 
1937 1,000 800 480 
1938 1,000 560 560 
1939 1,040 
Population ohanges, together with the causes therefor. 
In chronologloal order, are shown In Table 16, 
Populations, 1939-.1941 
The author was not on the Area during this period, but 
according to B^skett (1934) the pheasant populations on the 
Nest-Research Area In Winnebago County during the period 
1939-1941 were those shown In Table 17, 
If these figures «;re appllefl to the acreage Involved In 
the Game Management Area, then the populstlon for this period 
Table 16 
Seasonal Summary of Pheasant Populatlona 
1935-1939 
Season Item Population 
Fall, 1935 
Pre-huntlng populj^tlon 















Sex ratio 3:1 
Early spring 







Fall, 1936 Post-nesting population 800 
Winter, 1937 
Pre-wlnter population 
























Pre-nestlng population 510 
Summer, 1938 Post-nesting populrtlon 900 -1,000 
Fall, 1939 Post-nesting population 1 ,040 
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Table 17 
Pheasants per Section on Nest-Study Area 
1939-1941 
Item 1939 1940 1941 
Breeding population 60 80 120-130 
Pall population 130-150 200-220 370-380 
Table 18 
Aasuaed Pheasants per Section 
Management Area 
(Based on Baskett's figures for Neet-Study Area) 
Item 1939 1940 1941 
Breeding population 400 640 960-1,040 
Fall population 1,040-1,200 1,600-1,760 2960-3,040 
- 1^4 
on the management area would be as shown In Tsble IB, 
These assumed pooulptlon Indlcpte a raprked Increase 
In pheRS"nt numbers on the npn.'n.gement ^ren, after It had 
been In operation for a period of from four to seven jeaTB, 
Hunting Prnctloe 
During the period of study, only one open pheasant 
season was held in Iowa (Pall, 1935) so information on the 
hunting success on the nren is limited. 
Under the organization"! plan for the Experimental Pay 
Shooting Game W«nsgement ^^rea, however, the plan called for 
the payment of a fee of $1.00 per day for each hunter shoot­
ing on the area. Hunters were required to register with one 
of the members on the G-sjne Management Aren prior to each day's 
hunting. Often whole parties of hunters erne together, reg­
istering in a group, and hunting in a group. When individual 
hunters arrived, they were placed in hunting parties and not 
permitted to hunt alone. Some of the former accepted reser­
vations from hunters in pdvonoe of the season, and often the 
Same hunter or parties of hunters returned to the same farm 
year after yenr. 
Each farmer-member who had hunters registered, supplied 
a guide to accompany each party, to guide them over the farms 
in the Uanagement Area. Thus, if the hunters failed to bag 
their limit on the farm where they were registered, they were 
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taken to other farms on the prea, Gkildes not only aesured 
the hunters of remaining on Area Isnds, but also served to 
police the hunting so that no dpmage was done to buildings, 
livestock, etc. 
In esses where the farmer-member coul^ not accompany 
the hunting parties, he sent some other member of his family 
or detailed a hired hand to show the hunters arounci. For the 
most pert, however, the farmer-members themselves accompanied 
the hunters. To many of the members, the hunting season was 
regarded as a social event, which wss looked forward to from 
year to ye^r. The members enjoyed visiting and hunting with 
the sportsmen who came to their farms. Some of the farmers 
were as Interested in the social contacts which hunting af­
forded as they were in the income from hunters. 
Many of the farmers on the area arranged to supply meals 
and lodging to hunters, thus receiving additional income from 
the harvest of game. 
At the close of each hunting season, the farmers met 
and pro-rated the income among the members. Income derived 
in this manner wps compprptively low; yet the farmers felt 
they were receiving some return from game, and that, together 
with the Social contacts with hunters repaid them for time, 
effort and land Involved in having game on their farms. 
In the fall of 1939 the author visited the Area during 
the tJriree day hunting season from November 12 through 14. In 
the three day season outside hunters put in 144 man days of 
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hunting; while farners, noting as guiaeB for the hunting 
parties, hunted 29 man days, A total of *^29 pheessnts were 
taken during the season, Sucoess wns highest on opening 
day, low on the second day, and fairly high on the third 
day. Table 19 summarizes the 1939 hunting season. 
Table 19 
Summary of 1939 Hunting Season 
Date Gkinners out Birds 
Hunters Farmers Bagged 
November 12 81 19 160 
November 13 40 5 34 
November 14 23 5 35 
TOTALS 144 29 229 
Total man days of hunting 173 
Total known kill 229 
Average bag per hunter day 1.32 
First day ... 1.60 
Second day . . .75 
Third day ... 1.25 
In general, the hunting nlan In effect on the Winnebago 
County Experimental Pay Shooting Sptne Management Area was sat­
isfactory to farmers and sportsmen alike, and both parties 
were well pleased with the plan. 
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Status of the Area In 1948 
Neither the Experimental Pay Shooting dame Uanagement 
Area nor the Aniund! Hunting Club are functioning at the pres­
ent time. 
The &ame Management Ares gradually oeased to function 
after the author left In 1930, Vr, Bnslcett, who succeeflefl 
the author placed enrnhasls on the nesting T^heee of phe^ts^^nt 
studies, rather th^n on raansgement. As long as Baskett re­
mained on the Area, however, some Interest in game manage­
ment wfE maintained, but when Baskett also left the ares, and 
the farmers lost contact with the Resea-^oh Unit and the Com­
mission, Interest in game management waned and finally died 
out entirely. From that time on, no representative of the 
Commission kept In close touch with the club members, and 
they decided the management area plan had been abandoned. 
Some of the farmers advised the author In June, 194R, that 
had the State Conservation Commission maintained a rognl-r 
contact. Some Interest might have been kept up, but they sel­
dom saw a Warden except during the hunting season. 
As the improvement plantings died out, the fences de­
teriorated, and no effort was made by the Unit or the Commis­
sion to check or renew the corners, the farmers concluded 
that the Management Area had been dropped, and their interest 
In the management phase died out accordingly. It ceased to 
function as a management area in 1941 or 194?. 
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The last fall that the Around Hunting Club functioned 
as an organization was in the fall of 1942, Prom that time 
on, hunting dropped off in Winnebftgo County, Wany of the 
regular hunting clientele who formerly utilized the privileges 
of the Club started travelling to the Dakotps to sVioot pheas­
ants, and few hunters came back to the hunting club. For the 
paet fe^ yesrs, very few hunters have been frequenting the 
Winnebago County Area, This decrease In hunters so reduced 
the necesspry activities of the Club members, and the Income 
was so small, that the fTners declrlefl it was no longer worth 
the effort. 
In addition to these factors, many of the old club mem­
bers sold out or moved to other farms, and the organization 
gradually disintegrated. In 1948, only nine of the original 
club members still resided near the blook of lanf^ formerly 
included in the Amund Tuntlng Club. One of those members 
sold a portion of liis fprm, leaving only 1,020 acres which 
could be considered potential hunting area for the Club. 
The Amund l^nting Club was never formally disbanded, 
but rather gradually ceased to exist as a result of the at­
trition factors here diacussed, 
'Vhatever the reasons, the G-ame Management Area and the 
Amund Hunting Club can now be considered defunct. 
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CERRO aORDO COUNTY AREA 
(Experimental Farmer-Sportsmen Same Management Area) 
Eatabllohment of the Area 
Pate of eetabllahment 
The Cerro Gtorflo County Area was selected in the spring 
of 1936, through the efforts of Dr. Logan J. Bennett and F, H, 
Davis, Mr. Davis had made the Initial contaots with the far-
meirs in the aren and with members of the Rockwell Rod and Gun 
Club, and found them to be Interested In the establishment of 
an experimental game management area. Through his efforts, 
Dr. Bennett succeeded In completing plans for the area, ter­
minating In the organization of a Farmer-Sportsmen Area a few 
miles south of Rockwell, Iowa, 
Reason for establishment 
When the Iowa Conservation Commleelon entered Into the 
cooperative agreement prior to the establishment of the Coop­
erative Wildlife Research Unit at the Iowa State College, one 
of the things they Insisted upon was thflt studies be Initiated 
to determine whether or not the game management plan could be 
made to provide the Incentives neoessary to get and keep far­
mers interested in producing or managing game on their farms 
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without extensive or expensive supervision by the Department. 
It was decided at that time to select two different types of 
pheasant management areas to see which would be the most ef­
fective. 
Initial plans for an Experimental Pay Shooting Oflme 
Management Area In Winnebago County were mode In the fall of 
193(, with the area there being organized Into a Pay Shooting 
Area In the spring of 1936, 
It was thus desirable to select another locality In 
which a different type of management could be tried. Since 
the Rockwell Rod and (Jun Club was interested In such a plan 
and had the support of a group of farmers In the vicinity, 
the area was finally chosen. 
Organizational plan 
Whereas in the Winnebago County Area the farmers were 
to be repaid for game management work by receiving a fee per 
day for hunting, the farmers on the Cerro Oordo County Area 
were to be repaid by their association with the members of 
the Rockwell Rod and &un Club, such payment to also Include 
social contacts and services rendered. 
Planting stock, fencing materials, posting supplies 
were supplied by the Iowa Stpte College, and improvements 
Carried out under the supervision of a representative of 
that Institution. 
The members of the Rod and Qun Club agreed to perform 
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all the work neoesssry to get the management plan goings and 
to perform all malntalnanoe work needed. Onee the area wee 
0et up as a going ooncerh, the -olan was to have some member 
of the Reseproh Unit or from the State Conserratlon Commis­
sion meke an annual census of game, and sdvlse the farmers 
how many pheasants could be shot on their respective faTms 
•aoh yesr. 
The farmers In turn agreed to permit management work 
on their farms; to furnish land needed for manpgement work; 
and to permit public hunting on their lands during the open 
season. They were to permit anyone who asked permission to 
shoot, not even giving priority to members of the Rofl and 
Gun Club; and were to limit the take to that recommended by 
whoever made the annual census. 
It was hoped thet once the area was established it 
would function without supervision other than the pre-season 
census and the determination of allowable kill for eaoh farm. 
Under this plan, the area would be founded upon close 
cooperation between the parties involved, to operate as a 
Parmer-Sportsmen Area with a minimum of Departmental super­
vision. 
Description of the Area 
This area consisted of 2400 acres in Geneseo Township, 
Cerro Gordo County, Iowa. The north boundary was one mile 
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south of the town of Rookwell on the old paved highway. This 
old pavement goes north and south through the center of sec­
tions 15 and 22; while the new pavement runs silong the west 
boundary of the area, one-half mile west of the old pavement. 
The northwest corner of section 15 is transected by a rail­
road track, which. Its right-of-way, affords good cover for 
upland game birds. 
Except for the northwest quarter of section 15, owned 
by a non-member, all of sectlone 14, 15, 22 and 25 were in­
cluded in the management area. 
Management work was carried out on 17 different farm 
units, owned by 14 farmers. During the course of study, 13 
'Stations' or Improved areas were set up; 12 being established 
the first year, and another being added In 1937. These sta­
tions represent IB corners and one willow thicket. Eight of 
the stations involved single corners; t!-iree were double cor­
ners; and one In the middle of section 14 was a large station 
Including corners of tliree farms having a mutual corner In the 
middle of that section. 
In addition to the improved stations, considerable other 
cover was present on the area. Including willow thickets, 
wild plum thickets, and heavy ground cover along the right-
of-way of the railroad and the two pavements. 
Farmers, the acreages in fawns, and the sections In­
volved In the Farmer-Sportsmen Area are shown In Table 20. 
The location of the original farmers on the area, to-
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Table 20 
Farmers, Acreages, and Sections 
Experimental Farmer-Sportsmen Game Management Area 
Farmer Acres Section 
Mundt 160 16 
Sturgls 160 15 
Ourley, Sr. 160 15 
Wolcott 160 14 
Klelty 160 14 
Studer 160 14 
Hill 18 160 14 
Kelly 00 22 
Wray 80 22 
80 23 
Curley, Jr, 80 22 
120 23 
Hennlger 400 22 
Jorgenson 160 23 
Koester 80 23 
Schofleld 200 23 
PLATE 2 
DIAGRAM MAP 
SHOWING ORIGINAL FARMERS AND IMPROVED STATIONS 
(EXPERIMENTAL FARMER -  SPORTSMAN GAME MANAGEMENT AREA) 
CERRO GORDO COUNTY 
Rockwal l  
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M UNDT 
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S t a l i o n  
stot ion 
4  







5  / CURLEY JR.  W R A Y  Stot ion 
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WOLLCOTT K I E L T Y  
Stat ion 
\  2 
^1 
STUDER HILLIS 
S t o t i < «  
W R A Y  J 0 R 6 . E N S 0 N  
S t a f i o n  
9  
2 3  
. S t o t i o n  
r\i° 
/  Stat ion 
I I  
KOESTER 
SCHOFIELD 
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gather with the location of the Improved stations, is shown 
on Plate II, page 74. 
Cover Improvements 
Thirteen stations were seleotea for improvement during 
the course of the Investigation. Twelve were estsbllshed In 
the spring of 1936, and an additional one (Station 4 1/2) 
was Installed In the spring of 1937, Impi^ved stations were 
located as follows (see Plate 11): 
Station i 
This station was located on the southwest corner of the 
northeast quarter, section 15. It was a single corner on the 
Mundt farm. Just east of the Sacred Heart C«netery Grounds, 
Station 2 
This was a oomblnatlon of four corners located on the 
Wolcott, Hlllls, Klelty and Studer faxros where the middle 
of the section formed mutual oornera. It was an excellent 
station, and because It was contiguous to a dense hedge of 
other trees (largely wild plum and willow) ample cover was 
afforded there. This station was in section 14, 
Station 3 
Station 3 was located In a willow thicket on the Sturgls 
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farm, section 22, situated along the west right-of-way of the 
railroad traversing the farm, Ooofl willow growth was found 
along the railroad, anfl a portion of these were fenced off 
to give protection from stock. The station, together with 
the other willow cover along the right-of-way furnished ex­
cellent pheasant cover. 
Station 4 
TVils was a double comer located on the Curley Sr. farm 
section 15, It was located along the same east-west fence 
line as Station 1, but was several rode easterly of that sta­
tion. 
Station 4 1/2 
This station was not Installed until the spring of 1937 
a year after the other stations were fenced and planted. It 
was located on the SW part of the Curley Sr. farm, section 16 
Station 6 
Station 5 was located on the Kelly farm, section 22, 
only a few rods west of the willows in station 6, It was a 
Single corner, not actually needed in view of the close prox­
imity to the willow cover in the latter station. 
Station 6 
This station afforded some of the best cover on the 
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area. Located on the Hennlger farm, Bectlon 22, it was situ­
ated in the middle of a large willow thicket, A portion of 
this thicket was fenced off to give protection from stock. 
Willows both Inside and outside of the station occupied a 
considerable area, and supplied excellent upland game cover. 
Station 7 
This was a single oorner located on the Wray farm, aec-
tlon 22, on the southeast comer of the farm. 
Station 8 
This was a double oorner located on the Curley Jr. 
farm, section 23, along the east fence line, about mid-way 
north and south on the 120 acre farm. 
Station 9 
Station 9 was another double oorner sponsored Jointly 
by Wray and Jorgenson, section 2 3. It was located on the 
southeast oorner of the Wray farm, and the southwest corner 
of the Jorgenson far®. 
Station 10 
Located on the Schofleld farm, section 23, Station 10 
was a single oorner In the southwest oorner of the farm. 
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Station IX 
Station 11 was a single corner looatefl on the Koester 
f^rm, section 23, 
Station 12 
This corner, on the extreme southwest corner of the area, 
was located at the Junction of the old and new pavements. The 
fenced off area was about an acre In size, and offered excel­
lent cover. The entire corner waa filled with wlllowe, wild 
plum, an^ dense ground cover In the form of weedy growth. West, 
soath and southwest of Wils corner were groves of varying den­
sities, Although there was excellent cover provided not only 
In the Station proper but also In t'le surrounding area. It was 
of comparatively little value because It was so close to main 
highways and so far from a good food supply. 
Improvements made, spring of 1956 
In the spring of 1936, planting Included 102 trees, of 
which 21 aurvlved; e survival rate of 20,3B per cent. Im­
provements In most inetances greatly enhsjiced the value of 
the area, especially Stations 2, 3 and 6, Plantings In the 
spring of 1936 are shown In Table 21, 
Plantings, fall of 1936 
In the fall of 1956, thirteen trees were replanted. 
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Table 21 
aammary of Trees Planted 
1936 





1 10 1 Oood weed and Rraes cover 
2 28 1 
Willow grove tn south 
Excellent cover 
3 4 0 
Fenced willows 
Excellent cover 
4 12 4 No other cover 
5 6 2 No other cover 
6 0 
In large willow thicket 
No planting required 
7 4 0 SllKht weedy growth 
8 6 1 
(Jood weedy growth, 
six feet tall 
9 13 7 No other cover 
10 6 4 No other cover 
11 8 1 Little other cover 
12 5 0 
Burned over 
Excellent cover 
TOTALS 102 21 
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including 4 In station 1; 7 in station !?; and 2 In station 7, 
Plantings, spring of 1957 
Thirty-eeven trees were planted in the spring of 1937, 
including 9 planted In Station 4 1/2, established for the 
first time th^it spring. Plantings at thpt time were made 
in Stations 1, 4, 4 1/2, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 11. No plantings 
were made in Stntlons 2, 3, 6, 7 and 12. Plantings are 
summarized in Table 22, 
Plantings, spring of 1938 
In 1936 and 1937, plantings were confined to evergreens. 
However, because of poor success of these trees, it was decided 
that perhaps some deciduous species should be tried. Accord­
ingly, 27 hazelnut, 13 wild plum, 12 mulberry and 9 willow 
cuttings were planted in 1938, as shown in Table 23, 
Condition of Stations. June 14, 1948 
When the area was checked on June 14, 1948, forty trees 
were still growing in the Stations. It was surprising to 
find more wild plum in the fenced off areas than had been 
planted there in 1938, and it can only be assumed that they 
sprouted from the roots or were developed from natural seed­
ing. Plum was found in some stations where it had not been 
planted. One station had considerable elderberry present, 
although none of this species had been planted. Trees 
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Tftble 22 
Summary of Trees Planted 
1937 





1 3 3 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 7 3 
4 1/2 9 0 
5 3 2 
6 0 0 
7 0 0 
e 4 5 1—1936 planting 
4—1937 Planting 
9 3 7 4—1936 planting 
3—1937 Planting 
10 2 3 1—1936 planting 
2—1937 Planting 
11 6 1 
12 0 0 
TOTALS 37 24 
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Table 23 
Summary of Trees Planted 
1938 
Station No. Trees 
Planted 
Treet? Present 









2 White Bpruoe 
3 Khilberry 
3 Wll(l plum 
2 Hazelnut 
Previous planting 
? 0 0 













4^ 9 W1110T7 9 Wlllor OuttlnES 
5 0 0 
6 0 0 
7 




8 P Wild Plum 2 'Vlld Plum 
9 6 Wild Plum 
2 '^Ite spiruce 
6 Wild Plum 
Previous planting 
10 4 Hazelnut 4 Hazelnut 
11 8 Hazelnut 8 Hazelnut 
12 0 0 
TOTALG 61 72 
11 spruce l^rom 
previous Tjlantlngs 
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present when the area was Ipst ohecTced Inoludefl wild plum 
(heavy plum growth was found In Station S where none was 
planted); 9 raulbeirry; 1 hazelnut; and 0 white spruce. 
Results of the June 14, 194fl check is shown in Table 
24. 
gummary of plantings. 1936-1948 
Throughout the period of planting a total of 9115 trees 
of various species were Planted In the 13 stations on the 
area. These included 15? conifers; 27 hazelnut; ip mulberry; 
13 wild plum; and 9 willow cuttings. 
In general the success of coniferous plantings was quite 
low, with a survival rate of only 5.13 per cent for the en­
tire planting period. Of the lOS conifers planted in 1936, 
only 81 survived. Thirteen more conifers were planted in the 
fall of 1936, while in the spring of 1937 37 more were planted. 
By the fall of 1937, only 24 had survived from all three 
plantings. 
Planting in the spring of 1938 was confined to deciduous 
species, when 61 trees were planted, including 27 hazelnut, 
13 wild plum, 12 mulbeiry and 9 willow cuttings. Following 
that planting, a total of 72 trees were present on the area, 
including 11 spruce from esurlier plantings. All spruce pre­
sent then survived, and were still growing when the area was 
checked in June, 1948. 
Survival of hazelnut was 3,7 per oent; of mulberry, 
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Table 24 




1 2 Mulberry 
Fences gone; no weeds; good cover 
along cemetery fences 
2 2 Wild plum 
Excellent cover In old grove. 
Willow and T)lura thicket. Rser^berry 
coming In. Grove contiguous to station 
3 0 
Ck>od cover In willows, both In the 




3 \lild Plum 
Fence up, but loose 
4 1/2 0 All cleaned up; no fence; no trees 
6 0 Pence gone; station put back In field 
6 0 
Tiled through old station; still good 
willow cover In vicinity 
7 3 Mulberry Pence up; In good condition 
8 8 Wild T5lum 
Heavy elderberry growth; good weedy 








all cleaned up; put b^ck 
Into field 
all trees found In this 
half; fence still up 
10 1 'V>iitfe epruce Fence up; wild rose coming In 
11 1 White Brruce Pence up; wild rose coming In 
Fence gone; excellent cover from wll-
1 2  0 lows, plum, dogwood and weeds, 
No planting here since 1936 
TOTAL 40 trees 
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76 per oent; and It was ImooBslble to determine the sux^lval 
rate of wild plum because more were present In 1948 than had 
been planted. It apDe^rs, however, that speoles such ss wild 
plum are much more desirable for cover plantings than are co­
nifers, for th*> Hurvlvp.l rpte of conifers on the winneb^pro 
County Arei wpb only per cent, nnd on t^e Cerro Oordo 
County Area, 5,13 per cent. 
A summary of planting activities from 1936 to 1938, to­
gether with the survival in the summer of 1948, is shown on 
Table 25, 
Feeding Arrangements 
The responsibility for placing feed in the stations 
rested with members of the Rockwell Rod and Gun Club. Th® 
farmers on the area were not expected to olace shocked grain 
in the stations, ns was the Gr'se on the V/innebap:o Area, 
Members of tl)e Rod an<^ Sun Club took ear corn or shelled 
corn to the stations during the winters of 1936 and 1937. 
The most important stations were tended regularly, while some 
of the smaller stations which v»ere not use't extensively were 
visited at intermittent periods. During times of deen snow, 
ears of corn were stuck on n-iils driven into stakes, so tMpt 
the ear would not be covered with snow and would be readily 
available to birds. 
As long as the area functioned, members of the Club 












1 10 1 4 3 
2 28 1 7 0 
5 4 0 0 0 
ii 12 4 0 7 
hk m 9 •• 
•i 6 2 0 3 
0 0 0 
? 4 0 2 0 
8 6 1 0 4 
9 13 7 0 3 
10 6 4 0 2 
11 8 1 0 6 
12 5 0 0 0 
101!ALi 102 21 15 37 
* XiMludM Bcmm wild plan ftom iiMbural Mtdiag 
*• Xglsltllalaid la th* qpriac of 1957 

25 
smmny of Fl«iitlags 
il Vumer-aportttaaa QMM UmoMgimmt iraft 
Oarro Oordo County, lova 
Plant ing SurriTors Planting Sunrlfora Tlraaa Praaant Tom 
sprint. 1937 mi. 1937 Siprlng, 1938 as>ring. 1938 7ana, 1948 PLANTED 
3 3 8 10 2 25 
0 0 0 0 2 • 35 
0 0 0 0 0 4 
7 3 12 15 8 31 
9 •• 0 9 9 0 18 
3 2 0 0 0 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 12 12 3 18 
A 2 2 8 • 12 
3 7 6 12 l*) • 22 
2 3 4 4 1 12 
6 1 8 8 1 22 
0 0 0 0 0 5 
37 61 72 40 213 
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History of Pheasant PoDulatlona 
Population estimates were made on the Cerro (Jordo County 
Area by the author In the fall of 1936, the fall of 1937, anfl 
the spring of 1936. No data have been obtained slnoe that 
time. 
Populations In general coincided closely with trends 
throughout the remainder of the pheasant range, so far as 
could be determined. 
In the fall of 1935, before the area was organized, pheas­
ants were eufflolently numerous to warrant an open season. 
The population was considerably reduced during the winter of 
1935-36, similar to reductions throughout the pheasant range, 
and no open season was held in 1936 or 1937. The area was 
shot in the fall of 1938, but no infoi^mation was obtained on 
hunter success. 
Fall. 1936 
In the fall of 1936, an estimated 125-140 pheasants were 
found on the area. This wfS a population of 30-35 birds per 
section, or one per 18 acres. The majority of the pheasants 
then were found in the vicinity of stations 3 and 6; vith 
station 6 showing the higheot numbers, Most of the pheasants 
present at that time could be found in the area between the 
two paved highways, in an area of about 640 acres. Cover in 
tills locality was exceptionally good, and carried a number 
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of birds through the winter. 
Fall. 1957 
The phea8«tnt populations on the area increased consider­
ably In 1937, and the fall census showed nearly twice ss 
many birds on the area as the fall before. In 1936 the census 
showed 125-140 birds on the area, w'-.lle by the fall of 1937, 
numbers had Increased to P60-P85 r)he??sants, phe/?8ants were 
distributed on the area In 1937 as follows: 
Section 14 60 pheasants 
Section 15 60 pheasants 
Section 9,2 118 pheasants 
Section 23 40 pheasants 
Again It was found that the highest numbers were found 
In the portion of the area between the two pavements, and along 
the railroad right-of-way, where the best cover on the area 
was found. 
At the request of the farmers on the area, recommenda­
tions were made as to the number of pheasants which could 
Safely be taken In event an open season was held. This data 
Is shown In Table 26. 
Spring. 1938 
There was a considerable winter loss of pheasants on 
the area In the winter of 1938, and the spring population 
was only 40-45 birds per section compared to 60-70 per sec­
tion the fall before. Farmers on the area reported that 
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Table 26 
Estlmatca Populations and Allowable Kill 
Fall of 1937 
Farmer Farm Estimated Allowable 
Acreage Population Kill 
Ourley Sr, 160 18 8 
Curley Jr. 200 25 10 
Jorgenson 160 6 6 
Woloott 160 10 8 
Vundt 160 7 3 
Wray 160 15 7 
Hennlger 400 80 40 
Sohofleld 800 12 6 
Koester 80 12 3 
Kelly 80 16 7 
Sturges 160 35 15 
Studer 160 20 8 
Klelty 160 15 8 
Hlllla 160 16 8 
TOTALS 286 136 
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the loss ooourred during the seTere weather the latter part 
of January, when there were rains followed by freezing tem­
peratures, snow, and high winds, Suob losses were not found 
on the Winnebago County Area, however, as the storms did not 
strike In that pert of Iowa. Near the Cerro Oorflo County 
Area dead pheasants were found along the roads by snowplow 
crews, Predatlon and poaching losses were neglglble. 
On March 24, 1938, a census showec^ 175-185 pheasants on 
the area; about 40-45 per section, or one per 14-16 acres. 
All of these could not be considered potential breeders, for 
following two years without an open season, the s ex ratio In 
the spring of 1938 was about 1:1. There were still 20 hens 
per section, however; enough to enable the population to re­
cover with a favorable nesting season. 
It was found on both areas that a spring population of 
19-20 hens per section could Increase to between 100-126 
birds per section In a single year If nesting conditions 
were favorable. This expected population about equalled 
the fall, 1938, numbers for the Iowa pheasant range, when 
an open season was held. 
Status of the Area In 1948 
Neither the Farmer-Sportsmen G-ame Management Area nor 
the Rockwell Rod and Oun Club were functioning when the area 
was visited In June, 1948, The dissolution of the game man­
agement area was closely connected with the disintegration 
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of the Rod and Ckin Club, 
When the first hunting ae-^son we held In 1938 (the 
first season ifter the Game Management Area was organized), 
It was found that some of the farmers were unwilling to per­
mit public hunting on a •flrst-oome-flrst-served* basis, 
but preferred to llralt hunting to their friends, TMs was 
contrary to the original Agreement, and provoked 111 will 
among members of the Rod and Gun Club, causing some of the 
members to lose Interest In the area. 
In 1938, Roy Pohle, long time president and driving 
force of the Club, resigned In favor of Ray Campbell. In­
activity of Pohle, due to business trouble, deprived the 
Club of Its main source of Inspiration, and greatly weskened 
the organization. 
Campbell, although a herd worker, could not Inspire 
the drive to the Club that Pohle could, and friction soon 
developed. At about that time, also, the Iowa State College 
and the Iowa Conservptlon Commission failed to reply as 
promptly to correspondence as the Club thought they should, 
contributing to slackened interest In the game management 
area. 
No effort was made to control the trfce to recommended 
allowable kill because of poor farmer support to the plan. 
The Rod and Oun Club was discontinued In 1940, Ray 
Campbell died, and his heirs destroyed the records of the 
Club. Although following Campbell's death, some of the 
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old members wanted Roy Pohle to reorganize the Club, he felt 
that the loss of the records we too grent an obstacle, and 
the Club hps remained Inactive. 
The farmers residing on the aren have chpnge(3 oonsider-
ably since the area was first organized, and many of the new 
owners and tenants are not familiar with the puirposes of the 
plan. Several of the farmers, both new ^nfl old, expressed 
Interest in having the ores reorganl?.ed, when they were con­
tacted onj|Jiine 14, 1948. Unless the Rod and Gun Club Is re-
actlvpted^ however, it is doubtful if the area could be made 
to work, p.t least along the lines of the old oi^anizatlonal 
j 
plan. 
It was surprising to find how many of the new owners and 
tenants h&ve left the plantings pnt^ fences Intact, even though 
they had nothing to do with establllshlng the Stations, Some 
of tViem felt It war still a 5tate Area, and thpt Irnnrovements 
would be left inviolable. With such a feeling among the far­
mers, it IS quite possible thpt they could be Interested In 
organizing some sort of game management area. 
Plate III shows the present owners anfl tenants on the 
area. Comparison with the original map shows a great change 
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SUWARY 
In an effort to fletemnlne whether or not some method 
oould be worked out that woul<? assure the cooperation of 
farmers in the production or management of gajne without 
expensive supervision by the Iowa 3tpte ConservR.tlon Com­
mission, experiments were carried out on tv/o different types 
of management areee in nortliern Iowa, 
An investigation of plieacant populations in relation 
to food end cover, lend use, and management prpctloes, was 
conducted on the experimental areas in Cerro Gordo County 
and Wlniwbago County, Iowa, from October, 1P35 until July, 
193f?. Following th^'t, Internlttent visits were made to the 
aree, and correspondence maintained with some of the members, 
until June, 194P, when a final visit was made to both areas, 
Management "^ork wae carried out on an area of p.,587 acres 
in Winnebago County, and an qrea of ?400 acres In Cerro Oordo 
County, 
Prior to the establishment of the Experimental Q-^me 
Management ftreas, winter studies were made on a 4,90P acre 
tract of l".nd in Winnebago County. A portion of this winter 
study area was Included in the management area established 
later, 
A wide variety of cover was available to pheasants on 
both of the experimental areas, Kfost olasees of game cover 
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were well represented. 
Natural food oondltlons were good on both areas. In­
sects, farm crops and weed seeds supplied an abundance of 
food during most times of the year. Such food was not al­
ways available In severe weather without birds ranging some 
distance in order to feed» 
A few hungarian partridges were present on the Winne­
bago County Area, but none on the CexT*o Gterdo County Area. 
A few transient prairie ohickens were observed In winter on 
both areas. It was found that hungarlan partridges were very 
winter hardy. 
Predators were rare on both areas. A few badgers were 
found on the Winnebago County Area in 1937; while red fox 
were first found there in 1938. 
Winter losses occurred throughout the study. In the 
winter of 1935-36, mortality from ollmatlc causes amounted 
to 48,2 per cent of the pre-winter population. In the win­
ter of 1936-37 there was a loss of approximately 40 per cent 
of the pre-winter population, of which very little was be­
lieved to be weather loss. In the winter of 1937-38, high 
poaching losses occurred. In addition, IP pheasants were 
taken by foxes, and 33 were unaccounted for. This was a 
loss of 49 per cent of the pre-winter population. 
For the three winters of the study, losses averaged 
46 per cent each year. The 1935-36 loss was largely weather 
loos; the 1936-37 loss was due to a 'shuffle', poaching. 
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and undetermined oausea; while the 1937-38 loos resulted 
from poaching and predatlon. Regardless of oauses, winter 
losses for t>ie period of study were found to be quite con­
stant. 
The Armistice Day storm In 1940 accounted for a loss 
of 10 per cent of the fall population. 
Weather losses in the winter of 1935-36 unfluenoed the 
farmers on both areas «o they were receptive to management 
plans. 
It was found that the food and cover relationship was 
very Important In the winter survival of the ring-necked 
pheasant. Weather losses were In direct proportion to the 
distance of food from good protective cover. 
In an attempt to improve the food and cover relation­
ship, Improved corners or stations were established on both 
areas. These consisted of trees planted In fenced off cor­
ners distributed at frequent Intervals throughout the areas, 
A total of 407 trees v/ere planted on the Y/lnnebago County 
Area; and 213 trees were planted on the Cerro Oordo County 
Area. 
On the Winnebago County Area, 13 corners were planted 
in 1936. None of the trees survived the hot summer of 1936. 
In 1937, plantings were made In 19 corners. In 1938, plant­
ings were made In 21 corners. 
Plantings on the Winnebago County Area In 1936 consisted 
of 80 coniferous trees; in 1937 another 129 conifers were 
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planted, together with 21 lllaos; while In 1938, plantings 
Included 139 mulberry and 38 hazelnut. By the spring of 
1948, all except one white spruce had diefl; a survival rate 
of only 0.??4 ner cent. 
On the Cerro Qordo County area, lOf^ conifers were planted 
in the sr>ring of 1936. That fall, three corners were re­
planted with 21 conifers. Spring plantings in 1937 consisted 
of 37 more conifers. In 1938, all trees planter* were decidu­
ous, when 61 were planted. By June, 1948, eight of the 13 
stations still had living trees present. Survivors included 
some wild plum, a few of which came from natural seeding. 
On the Cerro Qordo Area, 5,13 per cent of all coniferous 
trees planted survived; 3.7 per cent of the hazelnut lived; 
75 per cent of the mulberry lived; and it was impossible to 
determine the survival rate for wild plum because more were 
found in the stations in 1948 than had been plantec! there. 
It appears that future plantings in northern Iowa should 
Btress the use of deciduous rather than coniferous trees. 
Recommended species are wild plum, mulberry, lilac, elder-
beirry, and hazelnut. Conifers should be used only where con­
ditions permit close attention for the first few years after 
planting. 
On the Winnebago County Area, winter feeding arrangements 
provided that farmers place shocks of com or cane within the 
fenced corners to assure a supply of food near the planted 
cover. 
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On the Cerro CJordo County prea, winter fe«dlng wes the 
responeiMllty of members of the Hocltwell Rod and Gun Club, 
who placed shelled or e?r oom In the improved stations. 
Obaervfttlonfl made on the wlnnebf?go County Area Indicated 
there was a close relationship between cllmatlo conditions 
and activities of thf! ring-necked pheasp.nt. Wind velocity 
had the most pronounced effect. Additional Investigation 
should be mpde on this problem. 
Except for seasonal variations, pheasant copulntlons re­
mained fairly stable during the period of study. Prom 1939 
to 1941, populations of ring-necked pheasants Increased, to an 
all time high In 194?^. 
Nesting studies were conducted by the author during three 
nesting seasons, Kls successor, Thomas Bpskett, continued 
nesting studies on a portion of the area. From 1935-1938, 
almost half of the nests found were In hay or grain fields. 
In alfalfa, a high percentage of nests occurred in the fifth 
and sixth mower swaths and not on the peripheries. 
Nesting conditions were favornble In 1936 and 1938, when 
wet weather In early June delayed movdng of hayflelds until 
the broods cpme off. In 1937, dry weather oermltted early 
mowing, resulting In high nest mortality. 
Spring pheasant iDopulatlons of 25 birds per section can 
Increase to 100-1?5 birds per section, by fall provided that 
at least 19-??0 hens were present per section. With this 
population in the spring of 1936, and a sex ratio of 3:1, 
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fall populations had built up to 100 birds per section. In 
1937, with a Spring noriulp.tlon of 00 birds per section and 
a sex rp.tlo of 2:1, fsll numbers only reached 100-1P5 birds 
per section. In 1938, the spring population of 70 birds per 
section with a sex ratio of 1:1, and the fall populations 
were about the same as In 1947, 
Hunting, as an Instrument of management, may be desir­
able, as It helps to maintain a more favorable sex ratio, which 
was shown to be more Important than total numbers, as far as 
production wss concerned. 
The Experimental Pay Shooting Opae Management Area In 
Winnebago County was selected because a group of farmers had 
already Joined together Into the Amund Hunting Club for the 
regulation of hunting. No management practloea were In use 
when the area was established. This area was intended to 
function in much the same way as the Amund Hunting Club, with 
hunters paying a fee of ^1,00 per day for hunting privileges. 
The major difference was that management plans were t)Ut Into 
effect for the benefit of game. Although there were no open 
seasons in 1936 or 1937, this system of harvest was In opera­
tion prior to and after those years, and the method was satis­
factory to hunters and farmers alike. 
Both the Hunting Club and the Game Management Area 
ceased to function In 1943, The Hunting Club disintegrated 
because so many of Its old hunting clientele began going to 
the Dakotas to hunt, and hunting fell off on the area; to­
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gether with the loss of many of its members who movefl. to 
other areas. The manngement area oeaeefl to exist when the 
Improvements deteriorated and no attempt was made by the 
Unit or Commleelon to maintain them. Prom t^e time the 
author left the area In 1938, Interest In management started 
to wane, indicating that the area needed some outside guid­
ance In order to keep going. 
The Oerro Gordo County Area was an Exnerlmental Farmer-
Sportsmen Game llenagement Area. Here, tVie necessery Improve­
ments were made by members of the Rockwell Rod and Gun Club, 
Materials for fencing, planting, posting, etc., were furnished 
by the College. The farmers agreed to permit management work 
on their farms; to permit public hunting on their farms with­
out charge; and to limit the take to a recommended allowable 
kill determined by a representative of the Unit or Commission. 
This plan celled for close cooperation between the parties In­
volved, but was designed to require a minimum of outside 
supervision. 
By 1948, neither the Rockwell Rod and Gun Club nor the 
Experimental Game Management Area were functioning. The Club 
disintegrated beop.r'se of the resignation of Its 'sparkplug* 
president; closely followed by the death of bis successor, 
with subsequent loss of Club records. Lack of contact with 
anyone from the Unit or Commission precluded rejuvenation 
of interest, which lagged still further when some of the far­
mers refused to permit general public hunting as provided 
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for under the organizational plan. 
Many of the original farmers on the Cerro (Jordo Area 
have moved away. Some of the new farmers expresGed Interest 
in having the area reorganlr.ed. It Is possible that If the 
Rod and flun Club coulfl be reorganized so It oould take active 
part again, the Cerro Oordo Area might be re-established. 
It is believed that game management areas .«long the 
lines of either or both considered in tiilo study oould be 
made to operate without assigning a resident supervisor. If 
some regular contact from an outsif^e agency could be main­
tained from year to year. It is further believed that while 
it need be neither expensive nor extensive, some supervision 
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